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Elsewhere in this issue of
the News you will find a story
about Nancy Adams' activities
In the great city of New York
and her
appearances on the
Godfrey Show. But take it
from me Nancy is not too busy
to think of the home-folks and
I was most pleased on Monday
of this week to get a little gift
my favorite television
from
star. It was a funny little gift
and one that has accorded me
arid my associates at wru. •
great deal of pleasure and conversation.

NANCY (HARMING
AMERICA ON BI6
TELEVISION SHOW
Many Offers In
Line For Fulton's
Famous Ambassador

CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, June 13, 1957

Landowners Ask
For Creek District
The formation of a Water Conservancy-district
for the Harris Fork Creek area was brought a step
nearer reality this week with the announcement
that a petition to create the district was filed with
the Fulton County Soil Conservation district on
May 28th, and a hearing on the proposed new district here will be held on June 26.
The hearing will be conducted at the K. U. office
auditorium at 8:00 p. m. Tuesday, June 25, and all
who are concerned or interested in the district are
asked to be present.

FULTON COUNTY IS
WELL REPRESENTED
AT 4-H CLUB(AMP
Annual Camping
At Dawson Springs
Has Active Program

Number Twenty-Four

Farm Leaders Meet
To Discuss Gasoline
Price Differentials

Twenty-six boys and thirty
girls from Fulton _ County are
attending the Annual 4-H Club
A meeting was held at Cod- Trades Commission
had been
Camp at Dawson Springs, June
10th to 14th. They were accom- ington's Restaurant in Mayfield, in this area investigating the
panied by
Mrs. Carl Mikel, Kentucky, last month for the gasoline in West Kentucky, and
County Agent John Watts and purpose of discussing the chi. he assured the group that this
Nancy sent me a little nameMrs. Watts.
ferentials in the price of gaso- investigator for the Federal
plate for my desk at the staTrades Commission would be
The
program
camp
includes line that is being sold to farm- back into
tion. It was not the usual kind
this area making fur
ers
and
the
public
in
general ther
handicraft, hunters safety, boatof name -plate that most people
investigation.
ing, casting, swimming, games, by the major oil companies.
have on their desks, as a matSenator Freeman pledged his
Vesper services and subject
This meeting was attended
ter of fact it did not have my
matter classes.
by a large number of promin- wholehearted support to work
name on it at all,.. it had my
with the Farm Bureau and the
condition. On a little plate, aThe list of campers follows: ent farmers, the Presidents of
service
station operators in any
several
bout six inches long and three
County Farm Bureaus
Phyllis Jean Choate, Shelia
way that he could help them
inches high, written in bold
Ann Moss, Judy Ann Cagle, here in Western Kentucky and
in correcting what he caned
black letters are these words..
Brenda Roberts, Catherine Ann service station operators of
"Ulcer Department." She could
Jones, Joyce Marie Everett, Mayfield and Graves County. "unfair practices' being carried
on by the major oil companies,
it a more appronot have
Nancy Shuff, Doris McCollum,
State
Senator
Wayne
W. and because of so many prices
priate gift, for although such
Janis Yarbro.
a condition as ulcers has been
Ida Jane Finch, Linda Ar- Freeman of Mayfield, Kentuc- for gasoline sold in Graves
ruled out by my physician, for
rington,
Melinda Sue Bizell, ky, was the guest speaker and County and to the farmers in
Nasty Maass
the moment, she well knows
Carolyn Ann Collings, Joyce he told the group that he had other counties of Western Kenafter her experiences in New
Robinson, Joyce Lynn Davie, been working on the price dif- tucky.
Nancy Adams, Fulton's 17The discussion
York, that radio and television year-old singer and musician
brought cut
Carol Jeffress, Margaret Ann ferentials of gasoline being sold
farmers and the public that the retail price of gasoline
on
is fertile ground for ulcers.
Guthrie, Sheri Lou Elliott, Jo- the
to appear
was invited
sephine Hancock, Elaine But- since last March. He told the in Lone Oak, Kentucky which
Arthur Godfrey's All-Star show
group that he had been in con- is a few miles North of MayOf course in radio here in Wednesday night, as all of KenA happy and grateful Ful- every year. Bishop William T. ler.
Rita Thompson, Sue Little, stant touch with U. S. Senator field, was cheaper than the
Fulton, we have our share of tucky knows today.
ton learned the news this week Watkins of Louisville, Memphis
Georgia Ann Hurt, Frida Jane Estes Kefauver and the Feder- wholesale price of gasoline that
ulcer-making incidents.. but I
Godfrey built his Wednesday that Rev. H. E. Russell had Conference
presiding
bishop, Williams, Scarlet Frances Turn- al Trades Commission in re- was boliiht in Mayfield by
the
imagine that in New York night show around the pick of been re-appointed to serve as has followed this procedure.
dealers. A. spokesman for the
Ann gard to this matter.
er, Sara Atwill, Emily
radio and television, one of the his Talent Scout winners for pastor of the First Methodist
But the 1955 conference votHe also stated that an in- Standard Oil Company stated
requirements for getting a job the past eight years.
Church here. Rev. Russell and ed that appointments be made Adams, Donna Carol Mabry,
for
Feder al that he had five different prices
the
in that field is to have at least
Nancy, who won the Talent his interesting family have liv- every two years, with the Peggy Elliott, Patsy Bolton, vestigator
for
gasoline that was being
two active urgers. My, what a Scout show on April 22, is ap- ed in Fulton for the past two change to go into effect this Lawranna Rose Myers.
mid in Graves County. He
Frank
Moss,
David
Hall
pace those folks travel
years
and during that time year.
pearing each day this week on
was questioned as to what
Watts, John Bob Watts,
the Godfrey morning television have endeared themselves not
Under the provisions of this Cooper
caused this difference and statJones, Jr.,
Of course you are aware that and radio shows. In the past only to the congregation of measure, appointment changes Harry Watts, Leon
ed that he did not know. He
Maddox,
our Nancy is making quite a six weeks she has appeared on their own church, but to all of are made only in cases invol- George B. Shaw, Bill
stated
that
Wayne
these
different
reputation for herself in New 'I TV and 18 radio shows on Fulton area as well.
ving a vacant pulpit caused by Joe Lynn Duke, Barry
prices were handed down to
Rogers,
Pat
Bondurant,
Led
Rev.
Russell
came
Fulton
to
York these days and in that the Columbia Broadcasting Sythe death or retirement of a
him from his superiors and he
from the St. Stephens Church minister, and to provide assign- Sheehan, Maurice Carr Bondconnection I am sure that many stem's national network.
was told to sell the gasoline
Murphy Everett.
Since she has been in New in Memphis. An active member ments for newly ordained the- urant, Yas.
of you have wondered what is
at those prices.
Edward Butler, Robert C. Cook,
in store for Nancy in the tu- York this week. Nancy has of the Fulton Ministerial As- ological school graduates.
Farmers Exceeding
In some of the counties in
..ture. Well, as far as I am con- been offered a position with sociation, Rev. Russell is now
The 209 ministers rot-affect- Kim Kearby.
Kemp,
Bill Little, George
Allotments
Could
serving
Western Kentucky the farmers
as
fhleddent.
sings
The
orchestra,
never
major
a
etantract
a
Nancy
ed
by
isersed
if
the
.
appointment •'ehanges
Adjust Til May 31
who buy gasoline for agriculanother tune, anywhere, she with a major recording com- PhStor, his wife and fear chil- announced here Sunday will re- Eddie Williams, Billy Goodman,
The marketing quota penal- tural purposes are paying highwill certainly bay, made her pany. and a scout from another dren are prominent and enthus- main in the churches they now J. B. Parker, Jr., Richard Lynn
Major. Charles E. Mikel, Billy ty on 1957-crop "excess" wheat er prices than the dealers who
entertainment television network
show has iastic residents of Fulton and serve.
the
place
in
McMullin
has been set at $1.12 per bus- purchase gasoline to sell to the
world and in the . hearts of been showing in? often to hear It was to the delight of all
The Memphis Conference is Ambers, Bobby
hel, C. 0. Vaughn, Chairman general public.
that he was re-appointed to composed of churches in West
every Kentuckian, for sure. I and see her performances.
of the Obion County AgriculOn Tuesday morning Mrs. serve as pastor of the local Tennessee and West Kentucky.
Senator Freeman stated that
know that at the press conWINS TOURNAMENT
tural Stabilization and Conser- the combined efforts of the
vention last week at Kenlake Rachel Elledge Waldrop called methodist Church for another
Bud White of Fulton, 16- vation Committee, has announc- County Farm Bureaus and the
manager
Jo term.
there was keen disappointment. WFUL Station
The only change in ttie Paris
year-old veteran of the golf ed. As the law directs, the pen- service station operators would
among all the editors there, West phel ng and advised that
links, won the annual Paducah alty represents 45 percent of correct this unfair situation if
that Nancy was not able to sing WLW-TV was most interest- District affecting this epee was
Jaycee golf tournament at Pax- the May 1 wheat price of $2.50 they work together in this
with the Melody Men when ed in offering Nancy a summer the appointment Qf the Rev. A.
ton Park this week with a 36- per bushel.
area.
they played at the dance Fri- show. Mrs. Waldrop said that L. Mayes to the Fulton Circuit.
This means, according to the
39-75, four over par. Bud has
It seems that there are apday night. I think Nancy was the big Cincinnati station had He replaces the Rev. J. W
George Burnette, son of Mr. qualified for the State tourna- Chairman, that any farmer who proximately forty counties in
as disappointed as they were, seen Nancy in action from New Lewis.
The other changes in the and Mrs. W. P. Burnette of Ful- ment for
three consecutive harvest more than 15 acres of Western Kentucky where there
for she called us at Kenlake York and said that they would
wheat and who did not comply are many differentials in the
ton, left Sunday morning for years.
to say "hello" and to tell us be interested in having her on Paris District are:
with the wheat acreage allot- price of gasoline that is being
The Rev. W. R. Williams to Bowling Green, Ky., where he
anytime before
that she had been asked to be their station
ment for his farm must pay a sold to the farmers for agriDresden Circuit; the Rev. L. G. will play in the Kentuckyin the Wednesday night show. Nancy returns to school.
DA.WES TO MEMPHIS
penalty of $1.12 for each bushel cultural purposes and the pubto
Lynnville-Storey" Ohio All-Star basketball games.
SCHOOL?
with all those Ricket
Chapel
Circuit;
the
that
Rev.
predict
L.
0.
The
anyway,
we
first
But
game will be playoffers!
John Dawes, who was injur- of the farm marketing excess. lic as well by the major oil
Hynds to Martin Circuit.
Farmers who exceeded their companies. There will be an
ed Thursday night at 7:10 ed in an auto-train accident on
many wonderful offers will
The Rev. B. A. Bowden to (CST) at the college gym. The June 3, was
could adjust their all-out effort to correct this uncome Nancy's way. As you well
taken to Kennedy allotments
Wingo-Poyner's Chapel Circuit Bowling Green High School General Hospital
wheat acreage up until May fair situation that is existing
know Godfrey is "smitten" with
in Memphis
31, and thus bring the acreage here in this area.
from Dresden Circuit. All men coach will coach the Kentucky on June 7..
her talent, her sweet, refreshgiven new assignments in this players
into compliance with the allotU. S. Senator Estes Kefauver
ing personality and her charmdistrict, except the Rev. Mr.
ment. Those with excess wheat of Tennessee, who is the Chairing good looks. Most of all he
Bowden. have not served any
acreage after that date will not man of the Anti-Trust and
NALL TO ALCOA
TWO BRIDGES OUT
thinks she's a real trooper and
receive marketing cards until Monopoly
The second Kentucky All- charge previously.
Flood waters of Harris Fork
Sub-Committee
in
• great musician. And that she
George MacNeil, son of Mr. the penalty on the excess
An experiment was launched Creek washed out two bridges
wheat the U. S. Senate, has assured
is. So it isn't likely that he Industry Insurance School will
and
Mrs.
Martin
Nall
of
Fulhas been paid or the excess Senator Freeman that he is
be held at Murray State Col- at Paducah Sunday by the Con- here on June 11 when they
will soon forget Nancy.
lege, Murray, Kentucky, the ference as all but 67 of the inundated downtown. The ton, has received his Masters wheat has been disposed of as ready to assist in any way that
in
Engineering
and
beginning
conference's 270 ministers were bridges include a wooden one
instructed.
he can help in this matter.
Nor will the Nation, for that week of July 8-12, 1957.
The first All-Industry School reappointed to the same charg- on Burns Avenue and a con- June 17 will spend six months
matter, not soon anyway. I recrete one on Second Street be- in Ohio with ALCOA, where
ported in a news story in to- was completed at Western State es.
It has been the practice in hind the Church of Christ, he has accepted a position.
day's paper about that wonder- College, Bowling _Green. Kenful opportunity Nancy has to tucky, on May 18th, 1957 with the Methodist Church for all which is sagging so badly it is
ministers to be re-appointed not usable.
appear on the big television 33 students in attendance.
NOFFELS ARE PICTURED
All students who took the
program in Cincinnati anytime
Mr and Mrs. Alex Noffel
Insurance
Departshe chooses. Cincinnati is a big Kentucky
Roy Bard, Chairman for the
of Fulton received a twoThe referendum vote is on
city, you know and that's a ment's examination passed succolumn picture and big write- Fulton County ASC Committee, quotas not allotments. The law
have received
opportunity
come cessfully and
to
fine
up in the May issue of the na- stated that on June 20th 195,7 requires that allotments be in
insurance
their
license. All
Nancy's way.
tionally-circulated
students attending these AllSt.
Louis a National Wheat Referendum effect every year, unless susApparel Register, after win- would be conducted.,\ Polling pended because of emergency
You know, if Nancy Adams Industry Schools are credited
ning a new broiler while at- places for Fulton County Farm- conditions. There will be wheat
never does another thing in with 25 points toward a passers are: City Hall, Fulton, Ken- acreage allotments for
tending the market there.
1958,
her life, she has done one fine ing grade.
tucky, Fowlers Grocery, Cayce, therefore even if quotas
Of those taking an insurance
thing, and she has done it exare
Kentucky„
and
the
Courthouse,
examination
without
attending
disapproved.
tremely well.
Union City's long awaited air Fleet and Gene Stanford, reHickman,
Kentucky.
Eligible
WHO CAN VOTE
By her nation-wide appear- an insurance school a large per service became a reality Satur- presenting UTMB; George C.
farmers will determine themAll persons are eligible to
ances and the fact that Fulton cent have failed.
day morning as two DC-3 air- Cloys, a member of the Airselves whether or not they de- vote in the June 20 quota reIs mentioned so many times as
liners landed at the Tom Ste- port committee; Cloyce Jones,
sire wheat Marketing Quotas ferendum
who will share in
her home-place, she has creatwart airport to pick up digni- representing the Union City
for 1958. At least 2/3 of those the 1958 wheat crop from a
ed a pride in our community MOSQUITO WAR
taries bound for Nashville's Chamber of Commerce
Joe
who vote must favor quotas if farm in the commercial wheat
that will be a long-lasting exBelle
Meade
Country
club Stroud, president of the Marthey are to be in operation.
area on which the wheat acreperience. For the people away GETS MORE FUNDS
where they celebrated the pre- tin
Chamber of Commerce;
The basic choices on which age to be harvested, plus any
inaugural
Southflight
of
the
James
June
14,
Joe
W.
Dallas,
R.
HersWhite,
publisher
there
no
are
Fulton
bounds
farmers
will
be voting are as acreage to be placed in the
from
Gov. A. B. Chandler has east Airlines into Union City of the Weakley County Press; chel! Grogan, June 15; Tommy
follows:
wheat Acreage Reserve, will
to the pride they feel when ordered
A
revision
in
the and Dyersburg.
and
Phillips,
David
Ruby
Morrow,
John
G.
Critchlow,
reIf quotas are approved — All be more than 15 acres.
Nancv amount of money made
sn ys "ht
someone
The
availMinutes after the arrival of presenting
Shell,
Thomas
the
Babb, June farmers in commercial wheat commercial
Union
City
Acletec is really n talented and able for the 1956-57 mosquito the two airliners at the local Daily
wheat area includes
Jourdon, June 16; Lana Jo States with more than 15 acres
Messenger,
boarded
the
In
here
And
those States in which farm
beautiful girl"
control Program in the Com- airport, the regularly schedul- plane for Nashville.
(
-ounce, Mr. Sam Hibbs, K. of wheat will be subject to
wheat allotments arc establishFulton we feel clocer together monwealth.
ed eastbound flight arrived and
At Nashville's
Winston,
M.
Bobbye
Ann
Berry
Grisfield,
quotas.
Any
"excess" wheat
because of the all-consuming
The State
Department of Union City was officially link- the group was driven by bus ham, Mrs. S. L. Brown, LeRoy will
be subject to quota penalInterest we have in the future Agriculture was given an em- ed to nine other Tennessee with a
police escort to the Belle Latta, June 17; Mrs. Lawson ties. Price support at a nationof a seventeen-year-old girl ergency fund grant to carry cities by the commuter air ser- Meade Country
Georgia
Yates,
Fulcher,
club
June
where
they
al average of $1.78 a bushel
who has given us new Initiative out the mosquito spraying pro- vice.
were served a luncheon of roast 18; Gen D. Thompson, Glenn will be available to producers Wheat Farmers Will
to live tip to the opinion the. ject. The additional $6,775 has
Shortly after the airliners beef, potatoes and broccoli.
B. Rice, Jr., June 19; Janette who do not exceed their farm Vote Quotas June 20
Nation has formed of rulton now been provided primarily arrived in Union City, E. Ward
The master of ceremonies, McCree, Brenda Fay Brock- acreage allotments.
Kentucky wheat farmers vote
because we have such a fine to cover added costs of increas- King, president of the firm, James
Hood,
Bomar of Shelbyville, well, Carolyne Faye
If quotas are not approved June 20 on whether or not to
ambassador of goodwill
ed flying necessary to Spray presented Honorary Captain of speaker of the Tennessee House Joan Fuller Myra Ann Moss,
the larger crop of mosquitoes the Fleeteertificates to Mayor of Representatives, told the June 20; Mrs. Felix Gossum, — There will be no quotas or have wheat marketing quotas.
quota penalties. Acreage allotTo be eligible, a grower must
Western Kentucky.
in
Hardy
M. Graham, County guests that Southeast is Ten- Sr., Linda Diane Gray, Beve- ments
CREEK SCARE
will remain in effect. have more than 15 acres of
Of course, more flying in Judge Raymond Mitchell, Julius nessee's own airline. He said lery Parchm an, Nell Exum,
Price support will be available wheat for harvest in 1958. The
Fulton merchants were call- order to spray more territory Folkoff, president of the Hick- Memphis, Nashville and other Mrs. Louise Matthews, Mrs. F. at 50 percent
of parity for pro- "yes" or "no" votes will be
means
cost
greater
of
air
plane
and
Charles Reams, president cities of the state have had air Johnson, Monette Barham,
ed to their stores Sunday afterducers who comply with their continuation or cancellation of
maintenance,
added money for of the Fulton Chamber of Com- service, but for Union City and Bevelery
noon as Harris Fork Creek a21; farm wheat allotment. (Fifty marketing quotas
Cursey, June
and a price
gain rose to the edgea of Its spray, and increased expense merce.
Dyersburg it was the first time. Elaine
Beggs, Raymond
D. percent of parity applicable to support rate based
on 75 perwages, officials
Following the presentations, "Southeast can bring airplanes Evans, W. B. Lancaster, A. M. the
banks. but (lid not overflow, SS for operator's
1958 Crop is estimated to cent of parity on the 1058
said.
Honorary
the
Captains
of
the
(Continued
feared.
as page 5)
Dycus.
be $1.18 a bushel.)
wheat crop.

Methodists Return
Pastors Serving In
Area Conference

QUOTA PENALTY ON
"EXCESS" WHEAT
$1.11 BUSHEL

BURNETTE PLAYS
WITH All-STARS

MURRAY OFFERS AN
INSURANCE SCHOOL

Air Service For UC Begins,
Four Flights Leaving Daily

COUNTY FARMERS TO VOTE JUNE 20TH ON
WHEAT REFERENDUM; NUS USTED

1.

Miss Owens added: "The
campaign was made without an
ay, June 13, 1957
unkind word said on either
Page 2 The Fulton News, Thursd
side. My opponent, Mr. Suter,
me
and
has congratulated
in Nosupport
his
me
pledged
LE
ROAD
• MIDD
vember. I have written him my
Mrs. Jeff Harrison •
News
sincere thanks.
"I'm grateful to everybody
Our sympathy is extended to
From
Cites Campaign
voted for me and have
who
Mrs. Hubert Bolton in the passAs Friendly And
nothing but the kindest feelings
ing away of her uncle, Mr. Lon
nce
Vigorous Experie
for the good people who supThe
Hastings.
ported mf opponent, I'm espenominee
Owens,
Doris
Mr. Malcom Ireman and Mr.
Miss
cially grateful to the women
in
the
both
Apof
are
Court
the
Perry
T. V.
for clerk of
voters of Kentucky for their
for
for
wish
We
voters
Fulton Hospital.
peals, today thanked
magnificient support, and also
them a speedy recovery.
her "splendid victory" la the
to the lawyers throughout the
Mrs. Charles Wade
primary.
and
ic
Mr.
Democrat
•
Carrna Jackson wai, honored have returned to Greenville.
state.
"It was much more than I
"It is ,my hope that the Dem-with a pink and blue shower Miss., e‘fter visiting relatives
I'm
say
must
deserved, yet I
°crabs. Party will give me its
Monday night by Janie Barber, here.
delighted with it and am most whole-t carted support in NoKatherine 'Rice, and Marion
Mrs. Jean Powell has gone
grateful," said Miss Owevis, a vember."
Ray.
to join her huspolitical novice who defeated
Opposing Miss Owens in the
Those attending from our of- to Germany
who is
the administration candidate, J general election will be CharMary Francis Ro- band, George Powell
fice were
votes.
128,000
by
there.
Suter,
L.
les Malcolm Greene, Corbin
berts, Virginia Forrest, Peggy stationed
Campbell, . Mr. and Mrs. George Black
Helen
Republican.
Wilkerson,
Tuesday
Telitha visited
power
lesser
no
for
Joan OW ensby, Bobbe Brown, and
healed,
Hazel night with Mr. and Mrs. Billy
McKinney, and
FLIGHTS START JUNK 7
June
equals the infinite All-power:
Gilbert and family.
RIVER TUESDAY, JUNE 4, resembling but God, Truth, Life, Love.
ING
SWIRL
A
Killebrew.
T
WAS
STREE
LAKE
airline
scheduled
Regular
Emma Lou Cox has returned
Lake to City National Bank. Tuesday's does heal the sick through the
The tiny visitors in our office
from Union City, east
after visiting Mr. and this scene of 12 years ago, looking across
home
service
Kay
Temia
were
."
week
righteous
the
of
last
prayer
Evans and Terry water lacked a few inches of being this high.
south, was scheduled to beHumphries, Stevie Ericso n, Mrs. Bobby
The Golden Text is from and
Texas.
June 7, Southeast Airlines
Dallas,
In
and
gin
David
prophet
Connie Morgan,
Hosea (12:13): "By a
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
returned
has
d last week.
Harrison
announce
Linda
Lynn
Stephen
of
Mark Robey and
the Lord brought Israel out
to her home at Hardin, Ky.,
protecting Egypt, and by a prophet was
and
healing,
Wilkerson.
The
Mr. and Mrs.
Ask Stens Almost Wacky Reeks
We extend our sympathy to after visiting
power of effective prayer will he preserved."
Harrison and Mr. and'
Christian
at
out
the fasnily of Mrs. T. C. Thomas Jeff
brought
be
Black and Telitha.
who passed away last week. Mrs. George
Science services Sunday in the
,D. Inman_ visited
W.
Mrs.
grandmaternal
the
She was
Lesson-Sermon entitled "God
American men are literally
Friday with Mrs. Charles HanJONES
IA
mother of Charles Ray.
PATRIC
Preserver of Man".
the
killing themselves to produce
cock and children.
CHARLES ASHE TO
Scriptural pss-ares will intheir
for
world"
better
"a
Sams
Coston
from
Mr. and Mrs.
following
the
MARRY ON JUNE 23
clude
Mich., have returned home wives to live in — alone. To
Psalms (145:18,19): -The Lord
•ROCK SPRINGS • of
Hannah
t.
of
statemen
Jones
this
A.
S.
prove
Mrs.
Mr. and
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copelen
unto all them that call
Lees of Philadelphia, in an art- Cayce announce the forthcom- is night
T. Sams and other relatives.
to all that call upon
him,
upon
conDigest
ing marriage of their daughter, him in truth. He will fulfil the
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gilbert icle in the Reader's
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Meafrom her book, "Help Patricia 'Ann, to Charles Ashe,
fear him
dows and grandson, from De- and children visited Thursday densed
Alive," son of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Ashe desire of them that
Husband Stay
their cry, and
hear
troit, have been visiting rela- night with Mr. and Mrs. George Your
will
also
he
cites these insurance company of Kenton, Tenn.
tives in this community over Black and Telitha.
will save them."
The Rev. Carl Viniard, pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Evans statistics:—
"Science and Health
the weekend.
From
widows
There are 7,000,000
of the Macedonio Baptist with Key to the Scriptures" by
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Green and Terry of Dallas, Texas. are
in the country. Seventeen men Church, Kenton, will perform Mary Baker Eddy the followand daughter spent the week- visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Billy Gilbert and chil- die in their 40's for every 10 the ceremony at the Liberty ing selection will be among
end here.
"If • God
.•, -cad (231 8)
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown and dren visited her mother Sat- women. Eighteen men die in Baptist Church on June 23 at
their 50's for every 10 women. 230 p. m.
children visited Mr. and Mrs. urday.
heals not the sick, they are not
American women, who would
Miss Jones is a" graduate of
Arnie Brown and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black
Verne Byrd and Roy last Wed- and Telitha visited with Mr. prefer to have their husbands the 1957 class of Cayce High
mink stole his overwork School, where he was valedicAccurate
nesday night and Thursday.
and Mrs. Charles Balton and to the
Byrd
can do more than a torian of her class.
Eldon
earns,
Mrs.
and
Rev.
Charles Hubert.
WORKMANSHIP
of psychiatrists to
No formal invitations are beand Jeanie are visiting Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. L C. Davis whole battery
asLees
Miss
relatives
lives,
and
their
friends
ing sent;
At Low Cost
Mrs. Verlie Byrd.
visited Saturday night w.t Mr. save
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and and Mrs. Hiran Davis and fam- serts in offering these sugges- of the couple are invited.
Clocks and MOS
Watches,
tions.
After a short wedding trip, Pleses of All Kinds AcesMrs. Ella Veatch spent awhile ily.
him the couple will reside in Union
Make
relax.
him
Help
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mr.
eatcly Repaired at Lew Cast
Jeff Harrison and
good father and City, where Mr. Ashe is emLee Snow.
W. D. Inman visited Sun- happy 'to be a
Mrs.
Bell
Southern
If he seems more ployed__ with
Mr. and Mrs. William Con- da- afternoon with Malcom In- husband_
ANDREWS
nor and son, are visiting Mr. man and Tommy Perry in the happy at work than at home. Telephone Company. -out why and try to do
find
and Mrs. Floyd Conner.
lry Company
'
awe
Hospital,
If your
about it.
Copelen, Fulton
Lee
Al.
Mrs. Nettie
Ge T. Church Sunday
Rev. and Mrs. David Al- something
The
from
away
•
and girls, Mrs. Pearl Cooper housen and the Rev. and Mrs. husband is growing
and Miss Opal Robertson, visit- Luke
Memphis, you, broaden your interests and
of
Walker
ed Mr. and Mrs. Bradly Cope- Tenn., were Saturday
night match his strides.
len Sunday afternoon.
At the University of Michisupper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
examination of 500 execugan,
family.
and
Cox
L.
A.
revealed more than half
Suntives
home
Cox
the
in
Guests
they
How Christian
day were Mr. and Mrs. Pete suffered diseases of which
which needed
foray, Mr. and Mrs. Vanoy Cox were unaware
Science Heals
So make
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Immediate attention.
ents
Logan and daughter, Mr. and medical check-up appointm
"They Shall Not
family for him. If he needs more
and
Cox
Howard
Mrs.
Sorrow Any More"
sleep, reduce his social engageand Thomas Perry.
ht,
WFUL an• K.b./ Etta:Ad:17 9:16
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton ments; if he is overweig
calorie
low
attractive
plan
meals.
0CD
CAl
walking, swim-Encourage
2 FINE HARRIS HOTELS
ming, gardening, golf in moderation and other forms of
IN
%s
light exercise for the sedentary
man but don't expect a tired
man to shovel snow or do anything that makes him more
tired.
Offer him love and the apand admiration which
proval
4
€
4SI U LASS 0. DROWN AY
too few men get on their job.
100 Ii.,, femme wale rod....
"There are a hundred differTELEVISION
ent ways a man's wife can conIONED
-CONDIT
All
tribute to his happiness and
Other Harris Hotels
Low*
well being if she once starts
CINCINNATI, MeIrepoi• Broadway Koopm
about it," Miss Lees
MIAMI BEACH, Seretelgos
thinking
Isocolhe OHksi—
HOTEL HETIOPOLL Ciedeetol, Oble
DETROIT,fort Worm MOM
"And the fine thing
s.
conclude
SLIEST HARRIS. Prosirkar
COLUMBUS, gread-Uiecola
about this is that most of them
ARTHUR H. FRISOMAN,Mmosim Director
are also ways of contributing
to her own."

MISS DORIS OWENS
IS "GRATEFUL" FOR
SIZE OF VICTORY

TELEPHONE FOLKS

WIVES CAN HELP HUSBANDS STAY
ALIVE, SAYS HANNAH LEES BOOK
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THE FINEST GASOLINE EVER OFFERED
TO THE MOTORING PUBLIC...

NEW YORK

...and two great running mates

Dad is the Captain
Give him...

FEW BEGrGERS
Among Glacier National
Park's 400 bears, only a dozen
beg food from visitors. One of
the most notorious bear panhandlers was once trapped and
taken to a remote area. Three
weeks and 80 miles later she
was back on her old stand on
the Going-to-the-Sun Highway.

Snovit
Lotion
1 00
Pod 1.75

and Charles Hubert and Mr
Black and
and Mrs. George
Telitha visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Bolton and family Sunday.

Preszunz•d
Smooth Shove
I 00
Newt
Spray
Deodorant
1.03

NEW GULF CREST
Body Talcum
I 00

Pre-Electr4c
Shaw Lotion
IOS

FATHER'S DAY —JUNE 16

JUST WHAT
THE BABY NEEDS
lotion.
Cologne
700

Talcum,
Pregiumzed
Smooth Shove
Lotion 3.00

Prices pkns kug, except on Smooth Shrive. Electric

Shave and soap

EVANS DRUG STORE
"The Rexall
Lake St.

Fulton

At the purple pump

Store"
Pkones 95, 795

Can be found in our
baby department. Baby
G i f t a and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

Made with a new, exclusive Gulf
formula to keep modern engines
cleaner, quieter, smoother-running. Packs more potential power
per gallon than any other gasoline.
Gulf guarantees peak
performance without
knock or pm-ignition.
It's the best gasoline ever
sold for the finest cars
ever built.

At the

white

pump

NEW GULF
SUPER NO-NOX.
A stand-out — even among
premium fuels—for its famous clean-burning engine
protection. It's sure to deliver peak, knock proof performance in the great majority ofcars on the road today.
By far, the best you can
buy for all but the most critical of today's engines.

At the orange pump

GOOD GULF.
Gives you top performance
in every car designed to operate on regular gasoline be-

cause it's packed with power
a-plenty.
Known acrossthe country
for top economy, Good Gulf
is the gasoline made to save
you money. Ws that famous
high-value gasoline.
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PATRICIA LATANE
(PATRICIA
LATANE
answers
no questions In person. Address all
communications to her c/o TISE
NEWS and watch for answer hi
this
column. qu..tions regarding
medicine. h•alth can best be answered by your physician; owe*.
none regarding handling of money
or Investments can best be anew.
•rea by your banker. THE NEWS
provides this column purely as a
Public forum and does not aociiiigt
any responsibility for the answers
offered, although In
many C••••
they
have preyed extremely ago
curate.)

Dear Patricia Latane,
I have been reading
your
columns and think it is good.
So please answer some questions for me? Must I keep on
with the work I am doing? Or
must I try to get a job at the

New FORD
Pickups

1

factory
and
work?
Which
would be best for me? The
letter the other day I got for
a job that I could do at home
would it be good or not, if
I answer. Will 1 ever have any
boyfriends or will I get married and if so please give initials? What year? And do I
know him? I don't know what
to do for the best? Does anyone care for me? Do you we
any thing good in the future
for me?
The boyfriend comes to see
me, will he come back or will
he marry another? I will be
looking for an answer in the
paper.
Thank you.
A lonely one.
Dear Lonely One,
The first thing for you to
worry about is to stop feeling
sorry for yourself, then next
keep on with the work you
are doing, yes, you will marry
in May 1958 to J. A. T. No,
him; yes,
you don't know
people care for you but they
get tired listing to you fussing
and carrying on feeling sorry
for yourself.

Dear P. A.
No your best girl friend will
not marry before you do, the
letter came from a girl in the
same town as you live only the
letter was carried to a town
about 12 or 15 miles from you
and mailed. The first initial is
A. You will marry the latter
part of 1958.
Dear Miss Latane,
Will you please answer a few
problems for me?
Should I se/I my home?
When? Will Y get my price?
Or would it be best to take
the proposition now offered
me? Could• that be always depended on? Will I buy a smaller home?• Where? Why am 1
so tired?
Will I get better or worse?
When? What is best for S?
Thank you.
L. L.
Dear L. L.
Yes I think to sell your home
would be a wise move and to
take the proposition now offered you. No one can promise to
always depend on anything but
I will say I think you can, yes
you will buy a smaller home.
You need to see a doctor. You
will get better once you get
your mind settled.

Dear Patricia,
I would like for you to ansDear Pat.
wer several questions for me.
I received a letter from an I am sorry for any ore to
unknown sender and think they know, even you, but I do bewere trying to break my boy- lieve you can tell me if I am
friend and me up. Was it a thinking right.
girl or a boy who wrote it?
Is my husband steping out
Where are they from and their on me and how long has it
initials are what?
been going on, does he love
$.1 ADD ADM 08111..101A 111
When will I get married? her. Where do they meet, day
I get a job this summer? or night. How does he pay off?
J. V. Cash Motor Co. Will
Will my best girl friend get Does she live in town or close
Mayfield Highway
married before I do?
to my home? Is she married
Thank you very much. are single? What age is she.
Phone 42
Do they dope me to make
P. A.
me sleep at nite? How will I
catch them?
Has any of my corn, fruit
and vegetables been taken? Has
any of our corn been carried
off by some one besides us,
and sold? I want you to tell
me, don't keep anything jpick
from me if good or bad? I
can't be. baPP.Y; I see so much
leads to what I Witir that
that
by
I haven't told you about, I
think I can see, it all.
11 AR01.1) Yi II E
Thank you very much
Your Teleonfln, vt.inar•r
MM.
P. S. Why does my husband
try to keep me from seeing his
face when we are setting in
the house at anytime.
Dear M. M.
Your husband doesn't want
you to look him in the eye, he
might read the
SAVINGS FOR EVERY- is afraid you
truth, your husband is involvONE. Most everyone I know ed with a woman he thinks
likes to keep in touch with he is in love with her but he
isn't. He will wake up to the
out - of - town family and fact before long, this has been
friends. About the nicest, going on for some time, they
and night, she
quickest, easiest way is by meet both day
doesn't live too far from you.
Long Distance. That's why Her husband and her aren't
I thought you'd like to know living together, she is about 30
years old. No. I don't think you
about the smart way to call are being doped, to go to spent
long Distance and save as the nite somewhere else and go
back and watch your husband.
much as one-half on your Yes,
the canned fruit and vegecalls.
tables have been leaving a few
cans at a time so you wouldn't
miss them. Yes, there has been
BARGAIN RATES: There are two kinds of calls you can some corn sold that you don't
make — Person-to-Person and Station-to-Station. Most kw about if that is what
OW mean, the corn has been
folks find a Station-to-Station call will serve their purpose sold
to give this person money.

have anything to do with our
breakups? What do you think
I should do? Do I love K. D.?
What does J. D. think of
me? Does K. D. love C. D.?
Thank you.
Worried
Dear Worried:
You are 17 years old and do
not have any children; you
aren't married yet. K. D. is not
in love with you; he likes you,
but no love. Yes, K. D. is going with someone else their initials are M. C., your friends T.
D. and E. D. are the ones that
got him his first date with M
C. My advice to you is forget
K. D. find someone else. You
aren't in love with him, you
like him but not in love with
him.

have been
worrying me for
some time.
Concerned
Dear Concerned:
I think your trying to make
something out of nothing, first
you should get it thru your
head that you can't live your
daughter's life, and I do think
she was very wise in breaking her engagement, she found
that she didn't love the boy
and its a lot better to break it
before there are children than
to go ahead and then break
up and have 2 or 3 xhildren.
The boy she is going with is
a real nice boy. I do not think
she will ever get a college education. As for the jobs, you
will secure other positions. I
think you would be throwing
your money away to take a
correspondence course as you
Dear Patricia,
Read and enjoy your column wouldn't realize anything out
very much. Would you please of it.
answer a few questions for
me as you have for so many Dear Pat,
I read your letters every
others.
week. I have something I would
Was it the right thing for like to ask
you.
my daughter to break her en.
Every
since
we've been margagement? I don't approve of
that sort of thing. I don't be- ried we stayed with some of
lieve in people becoming engaged wiffiout first trying to
make sure that is what they
want. Have I been too concerned over the matter? What
about the boy she is dating
now, is he a nice boy? We
want her to go to college and
get a good education, will she
cooperate?
My husband and I are a little concerned about our present
jobs, don't like changes, but
should we both makes other
arrangements, or would it be
possible for us to secure other
BOTTLED
positions!
IN BOND
I am interested in a corres4 YRS. OLD
pondence course. Should I enroll and would I be able to
too PROP
find time for study' Would
I be able to get the thanks
in advance for any help you
might offer, as these problems
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our in-laws. Will we ever live
to ourselves; if so when? Will
I ever be in better health or
will I be like I am rest of
my life. Will I live to see all
my kids finish school. Does my
husband love me? Answer in
next week.
F. A. C.
F. A. C.
No, I don't ever see you hying to yourself, your health
will improve. Yes, you will live
to see your children thru
school and see your grandchildren. You are here for a long
time yet. Yes your husband
loves you; never for one minute
doubt his love.

Dear H. M. B.:
I am sorry that I cannot anyour questions except
swer
through this printed column.
Why not subscribe to the
NEWS, write me and watch for
your answer.
Go To Church Sunday

Dear Patricia,
We have complete stocks 4
I know you are not supposed to answer questions personally, but I don't take this
paper.
for HOME and FARM
And I would like to ask you
Machines
a few questions so let me know
if you will or not, soon as you
BENNETT
ELECTRIC.
can.
PHONE 201
H. M. Tie
FULTON
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Chevy's come up with the newest, sweetest, smoothest automatic drive—Turboglide. -It's
the first and only triple-turbine
transmission!

Moves out in

most of the time. And the cost is much cheaper. In fact
with bargain rates now in effect you often save as much Dear Pat,
I read your column every
as one half.
BARGAIN HOURS: You get double savings when you
call station-to-station nights after 6 and all day Sunday.
And, on such calls between places in Kentucky, you get
to talk twice as long at half the person-to-person rate.
Some savings, isn't it? For instance, you can talk from
Fulton to Louisville station-to-station for 4 minutes
nights after 6 or on Sundays, or 2 minutes daytime, for
only 75c. The same call person-to-person would cost
$1.60 for 2 minutes. Another good example is: a personto-person 2-minute call from Fulton to Lexington cos
$1.60. Station-to-station would cost only half that, an
If made\after 6 or on Sunday, you could talk twice as
long (4 mirffutes) for the same 80c. Rates for additional
minutes are even lower. Taxes are extra.

week and enjoy it very much
would you please answer some
questions for me.
Does K. D. love me? Will
we ever marry, if so when and
give me initials of the person
who is always telling him lies
and causing a fuss all time
Does he believe the lies and
des he trust me, and is he
e4lous?
Will I go to work any way
oon, if so when. Can you tell
e how- old I am, and if I
ave any children?
Has K. D. even went with
anyone in the last 4 mo., if, so
who? Does T. D. and E. D.

a single sweep
ofmotion

Turboglide is something really new
and different in automatic drives.
In the first place, there's only one
forward-speed position on the control panel. There's no "Low"
needed.
Turboglide handles everything
with the oil-smooth action of
triple turbines. You travel from a
standstill to top cruising speeds
with never a lurch or lag to mar
your motion.

When you see a steep downhill
stretch ahead, you set the selector
at "GR" (Grade Retarder) and
Turboglide helps slow you down.
Try Chevy's new, nothing-likeit automatic drive. It's optional at
extra cost—and worth it.

MORE PEOPLE DRPTE
CHEVROLETS THAN ANY
OTHER CAR

... Chevrolet with Turboglide!

gen.

ince
opbower

ntry
ulf
gave
mous
AID
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HOW TO CALL STATION-TO-STATION: It's so easy.
Just give the operator the name of the city you're calling,
and the telephone number there if you know it. Ifittt matter of magical seconds you're laughing and talking to
Aunt Mamie .or "good ole Bill." Now if you don't know
the out-of-town number, you can still call stationto-station. Just give the operator the address and the
name the telephone is listed under. She'll look up the
number and put the call through. Of course it takes a little
longer when you don't know the number.
So call Long Distance often. It's easy, it's fun, and it's
cheap, especially when you take advantage of special
bargain rates nights after 6 and all day Sunday. You'll
be surprised how much happiness you bring to others—
how much pleasure you get yourself. Wonder how soon
you'll make your first call, and who's the lucky person
who'll get it?

P. S. If you don't have a handy Blue Book for jotting
down telephone numbers yon call frequently, call our
Business Office right away and we'll send you one. And
remember, your out-of-town calls go through twice as
fast when you call by number.

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE
Chairs
Gliders
Tables
Easy Terms;

MR CONDITIONINC,—TEMPERATLIRES MADE TO ORDER—AT
NEW LOW COST. GET A DEMONSTRATION I

The 5•1 Mr Sport Coup* with Body by Fisher.

Immediate Delivery

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

EXCHANGE

,—CHEVROLET/
- .

display this famous trademark

FURNITURE CO.

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35
,•

•
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Diary of Doin's
By Christene Batts
(Ed's Note: Christene Batts, one of Cub Scouting's most enthusiastic workers is guest columnist
for the Diary this week, reporting on the gay and
'care-free week-end of the Cub Scouts at Lake
Shore.)
As the little boy says, "If
you've never been to Cub Scout
camp, you ain't lived!"
dawned
morning
Friday
bright and clear, and by eight
o'clock, the lawn of the Methodist Church was overflowing
with about a hundred Cubs,
leaders.
parents, and
their
Every boy was trying to find
the car which would take him
to his long-anticipated vacation.
The mothers who were staying
behind were giving their small
sons last instructions on how
to behave and trying to find
some special person who would
promise to keep check on her
little Cub while in camp.
After much checking and rechecking to be sure we had all
of the necessary equipment, the
parade headed out of Fulton
toward Camp Lakeshore at Eva,
Tennessee. I was so happy to
be right behind the supply
truck driven by Ward Johnson,
because, last year. I was following Jo Westpheling. As usual, she got lost, and I am

surprised that the six cars behind her ever got to camp.
Before we got to Martin, the
boys were already asking "how
much farther?" or "when do
we stop to eat?" As we drove
along, we got quite a thrill
hearing ourselves on the tape
recording made by radio ,station WFUL before we left the
church.
A's we entered McKenzie, we
met our old friend, Buster
Shuck, in his milk truck. When
he recognized Ward and Louis
Weaks in the first truck, he
just pulled over to the side of
the street and, sat there smiling
and waving until we had all
passed. Between McKenzie and
Huntingdon, we stopped at a
drive-in for a short rest and
cold drink. The master minds
of our organization seemed to
think the little boys would
need the rest, but the mothers
driving the cars were really
the ones who needed a rest. It
isn't easy to watch the road
with three or four little boys

DR. CHARLES T. ALEXANDER

Optometrist
Is Now At His Office 5'i2 Days a Week.
Closed Wednesday afternoons.
Lake Sheet, Fulton

Telephone 235

SUNDAY JUNE 16 IS

FATHER'S DAY

There she was in our cabin, and there tired, but happy, group headmany interesting program.
hanging over your shoulders and I don't know how
when she ed home wit honly one thought
were several trios of mothers was never a moment
bottles of milk.
asking questions.
running through our minds —
concentrate.
quietly
could
it a wonderful campWe arrived at Lakeshore a- Saturday morning was spent and fathers who had been as"Wasn't
the
School,
After Sunday
handicraft, and signed to different sections of
playing,
bout eleven, got our cabin as- in
recreation ing trip?"
the
to
came
group
a
had
we
noon,
our
up
signments, and made
swimming At
our United States. Each trio
services. TillAs I said before, "If You've
bunks. Then the activity real- meal fit for roya/ty. Vivian sang a song representing the.r hall for church
the speaker, never been to Cub Scout camp,
ly started! However, we didn't Williamson and Margaret Horn- section, and you have never man Adams was
wonderful you ain't lived!"
have any trouble getting them ra baked hams, complete with heard so many sour notes. and he brought a
which
language
in
to stop long enough to eat the pineapple slices and cloves, and There certainly was no oper- message
boy could underlittle
every
Here and There .. Miss Betty
box lunch they had taken with topped the meal off with green atic material there,
but the
stand.
Thomas of Chicago is an apprethem. From that moment on, beans, baked potatoes, hot rolls, boys thoroughly enjoyed it.
there was never a lull. I've fruit salad, and cookies.
morning, you ciated guest in the home of
All Sunday
Arthur Godfrey, in the peralways heard about the "busy
squeal Mrs. J. D. White and Miss
excited
the
hear
could
rushed
boys
the
After lunch,
son of Ward Johnson, then pre... a
lovely
beavers." The beavers should right back to their playing,
boy! Gertrude Murphy.
"Oh
boy
little
some
his "Talent
Scouts". of
was held in
luncheon
bridge
take lessons from the Fulton handicraft, and swimming. Late sented
You
dad!"
and
mon
There's my
"Tilly
Boy"
—
you
Adams
Cub Scouts on how to keep in the afternoon, Cubmaster
seen the shining her honor at Smith's Rose
konw, Nancy Adams' daddy — should have
busy.
(Coatinued on page 5)
Tripp, Assistant Cubmaster Mc- with his rich voice, John Cun- faces as different parents drove
Friday afternoon, we had an Guire, and several of the par- ningham, Den Chief of Den 5, up to spend the last day with
boys, and. I might
hour period of handicraft and ents and leaders took the boys with his trumpet, and
Andy their little
an hour and a half of swim- on a hike to the top of Pilot's Batts with his tapping feet add, the happy faces of the
who hadn't
ming. At 4:30, the mothers Knob. On this mountain is a gave us a program which would moms and dads
who had kitchen duty started statue -61—Nathan Bedford For- have
seen their sons for two doys.
done
Godfrey
Arthus
Did you rest and several cannons, etc.
frying hamburgers.
proud. I am sorry he was not
There was just time before
know that a "little bitty boy" left over from the "Battle of
he would pro- lunch for one last swim and
present
because
can eat as many as .three ham- Johnsonville."
bably have selected some more one last chance to try to catch
burgers at one sitting plus poI didn'I get to make this hike stars from the "banana capital a lizard to bring back as a
It is time
tato chips. slaw, pickles, onions, as I had kitchen duty. I had of the
world."
souvenir. Lunch was a time of
cake, and ice cream? Well,
trade automobiles.
to
singing,
loud
my turn at frying hamburgers,
enthusiasm,
Vie ended our evening with great
they can.
and we also added french fries.
wonderful fellowmuch
and
by Dan Taylor's
Come
popof
lots
cold
drinks
and
After supper, we gathered et You should try french fries for
ship.
Used Car Lot!
the recreation hall and had a 110 or 115 people. It is quite corn for everybody. As usual,
By one-thirty, every cabin
grand film on birds and two an experience. If it hadn't been the boys were sound asleep
been checked out by the
had
Phones 38, 292; 4th St.
ten.
very
shortly
after
followed
cartoons
Disney
Walt
for the expert help of that
and a
committee,
inspection
was
it
by cold drinks. At 9:30,
After all of the boys were
angel, Billy Blackstone, some
very easy to get our little boys little Cubs would still be wait- tucked in for the night, the
to go to their cabins and get ing for their potatoes.
Den Mothers and parents had
ready for bed. At 10, when
at camp is a a chance to relax. There were
night
Saturday
lights were turned out, not a most interesting time. That is many games of bridge and rook
single boy had to be "rocked when we have our campfire in progress. A week-end bag
to sleep," and, I might add, service. Under the sky of a on your bunk makes an excelthat none of the mothers and million stars, we sat around lent card table. If you ever deFATHER'S DAY
fathers needed sleeping l,ills the fire and had group sing- cide to see how many hours
either.
ing. Then the Den Chiefs did you can stay awake, just call
Margaret
Williamson,
Have you ever had trouble their stunts, and they can al- Vivian
GIFT IDEA!
Homra, and Sara Jeihnson. They
getting your boy out of bed in ways put on some good ones.
are past masters at keeping you
the morning to get ready for
(Sunday, June 16
The can.efire service is alschool or mow the yard? Just ways exciting for the little awake. All Sara Johnson has to
is Father's Day!)
build a camp ground around Cubs because they receive their do when she begins to feel a
your place! Shortly after five badges, arrow points, and ser- little droppy is dash a handful
a in., you could hear excited vice stars. The Den Mothers of cold water on her face, and
SPECIAL TRADE-IN DEAL:
voices and little feet scamper- also received service pins. Mrs. she is good for two more hours.
ing by. They didn't even wait Helen Harwood received her
the boys
Sunday morning,
We will give you $12.00 TRADE-IN
for six o'clock reveille. I guess seven-year pin.
It must be were up at daybreak, playing
the whippoorwills woke them thrilling to receive a pin with badminton and volley ball. At
up. Anyway, they wasted no a seven on it, because I am seven, we had another eighteen
ALLOWANCE on ANY old razor .. .
time in finding the badminton terribly proud of mine, and it pounds of bacon, dozens of
ball.
equipment and the volley
scrambled eggs, and hundreds
is for only one year.
Gillette . shick ..
At 6:30, the whistle sounded,
After the Cubs and Den of pieces of buttered toast. AfVesthe
to
down
and we went
Mothers received their pins, we ter breakfast, the boys went
(does not have to be electric)
per Ring for morning watch. had
Webelos ceremony. back to their cabins to get
the
feel
Monfor
Sunday
School.
ready
You could not help but
WeThis is the time that the
on the new SHICK -25" F:LECTRIC RAZOR
the closeness of God as we sat belos g5 from Cubbing in to telle Tripp, assisted by Norma
there under the lovely, big the Boy Scouts. The Webelos Benedict, had the class for the
(Retails for $29.50)
trees and looked out over the receiving their Scout ties were Cubs. John Cunningham had
lake. Mrs. Tripp, assisted by Jackie Carter, Tommy Har- the Church Of Christ group,
several of the little Cubs, gave wOod, Jerry
Terry and I am sorry I did not hear
Elliott,
a most inspiring devotional.
Beadles, Teddy Barcley, and him because I was told that he
a
which
message
At seven, it was time to feed Johnny Pharis. Each of you delivered
the hungry boys again. They parents would have been so would have made his dad sit
Phones 70. 428
Lake Street
immediately devoured eighteen proud to see your boys in this up and take notice. Elsie Weeks
had
class
the
and
adult
taught
pounds of bacon, eighteen doz- ceremony but probably a little
"City Drug Has It"
en scrambled eggs, hundreds of sad to realize they're growing such a good lesson I don't
know how she did it, because
pieces of buttered toast, jelly, up so quickly.
Each Zees, one boy is selectthe Webelos den as
ed frot
the outstanding boy. He is selected not only for his work in
scouting, but in school, church,
and community life in general.
Tommy Harwood received the
bronze statue, and it is not surprising that his little freckled
face glistened with tears as his
picture was made, because it is
indeed a great honor to be the
outstanding Webelo.
After campfire, we came back
to the recreation hall for a most
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CITY DRUG COMPANY

Hay

JUNE 16th

FATHER'S DAY

Boxed
HANDKERCHIEFS
Initialed — three in a
box — white or colors

$1 BOX

.2)&leAsied

Special
Purchase!

Ha I

VIM=

ate BeAol

150 PAIR

Fine Quality

-

STRETCH SOX

59c and 79c Pr.
SUMMER TIES
Resilient construction-Gift Boxed !

98c

Sample
Shoes
4B, GB
/
Sizes 51
THURS-FRI-SAT

Gillette

Gillette
SUPER SPEED RAZOR
With FREE plastic bait
box and gold-plated lure.
$2.75 Value !

ONLY $1.00

Foamy Shaving Cream
BLUE BLADES
Complete with 10 Gillette
Blue blades in dispenser. 120, in dispenser,
$1.25 Value !
10, in dispenser,

ONLY $1.00

Package of 10

49c
35c

OTHER GOOD GIFT IDEAS: — Pipes, rods, reels, toiletry articles,
lighters, . knives, wallets, . caps, shirts and . shorts; equipment
needs and gadgets for the fisherman, hunter, mechanic, tinkerer. You'll
find them all at

Values To $10.95

BALDRIDGE'S

FRY'S

5-10-25c STORE

CLOTHING COMPANY
Men's Suits
Timely
Curlee
Sewell

Shoes
Nunn-Bush
Portage

98c

SHOE STROE
Lake St.

Fulton

a 941.4 24444 Pi°*"

HALL - WOOTEN

Hata
Champ

Gillette

Jeri

Shirts
Arrow
Enro
TruVal

Hose
Jerks
Interwoven
Belts
Pioneer
Ties
Wembley
Regal
Sport Coats
Friedman-Marks
Sewell

Underwear
Coopers
Arrow
E and W
Pajamas
Enro
TruVal
Jewelry
Shields
_Stank
Slacks
Marx arid Haas
Kahn

Hall-Wooten Clothing Co.
"OUTFITTERS FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN"
•FULTON,KENTUCKY•

group headone thought
ur minds --derful camp-

!, "If you've
Scout camp,

.. Miss Betty
is an apprehe home of
:e and Miss
...a
lovely
was held in
imith's Rose
page 3)

,
"Ieo

tomobiles.
in Taylor's
1st,

12; 4th St.

Diary—
Cesenned bream Page Fear
Room on
Wednesday . Patsy
Fall took off by plane Wednesday for Dallas where she
will visit with Dr. Joe and
Marilyn Davis before going on
to Colorado
Springs to visit
with other relatives... in Dallas
she will join her aunt, Mrs.
Thelma Russell, for the trek
to Colorado...Elva and Ernest drove Patsy to Memphis
Wednesday and spent the night
in the Bluff City....
Mrs. S. W. Booth of Charlotte, North Carolina, is visiting
In Fulton with her sister, Mrs.
Herbert Carr and Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie
Weeks... .Mrs. Booth
will be here for an extended
stay and of course that makes
us all
very
happy.... MaryNelle Wright returned Monday
from Anapolis, Md., where she
attended June Week activities
at the Naval Academy.
...she
was accompanied on the trip
by Kay Cherry, who remained
in Lexington for the summer
session at the University of
Kentucky.

DEATHS

ed. Burial, under direction of
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom, was in the church
cemetery.

Lon B. Hastings

Mrs. Leona Roberts

Counce.
The Fulton News, Thursday, June 13, 1957 Page 5
Miss Glenda Bond, vocalist
will present the nupital music.
Westbdund flights to MemNo invitations are being sent; Air Service—
phis from Union City leave the
all friends and relatives are
(Continued from Page One) airport here at 11:05 a. m
Miss Nina June Elliott is un- invited to attend the wedding. to your airport but it must be Monday through Friday and at
nouncing the final plans for
Following the ceremony, a a teamwork proposition," Mr. 7:50 p. m. Sunday through Friher marriage to Max L. Harris reception for members of the Bomar said. He said Southeast day. On Saturday flights leave
on June 15 at 2 p. m., at the wedding party and their fami- is using five DC-3's, "one of the at 1:05 p. m. and 905 p. m
Oak Grove Church of Christ, lies will be held at the home most tested airplanes in the and on Sunday at 105 p. m.
and 7:50 p. m.
east of Fulton. Don Kester of of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watt. world today."
Murray will officiate at the Serving will be Mrs. Guy Finch
Mr. Bomar, in introducing
ceremony. The bride will be and Mrs. Brooks Oliver. Mrs. Mr. King, said "A man who
NO GROUND DRYING
her Harold Muzzall will preside at dreams is a man who succeeds,
marriage by
given in
uncle, Harry Watt.
the register.
days and frequent
Cloudy
we have a man with us today
who puts his dreams into real- rains in Norway's fjord country
Mrs. James Lee Hall will be
rule out drying hay on the
Thinking well is wise; 'plan- ity."
Miss Elliott's matron of honor,
Following the luncheon, the ground. The crop is spread on
and R. L. Harris will serve as fling well, wiser; doing well
re-boarded the air- wires like laundry so breezes
delegates
his son's best man. Ushers will..wiest and best of all.
can get at it.
—Persian Proverb liners and were flown home.
be James Butts and .12rry

Plans Completed For
Harris-Elliott
Weddin,g On June 15

Lon B. Hastings died June 7
Mrs. Leona Roberts of Pomoat the home of his daughter, na, Calif., died Thursday mornMrs. Dorothy Wrather in May- ing, June 6, in a Pomona hosfield. He was 72.
pital following a stroke.
Mr. Hastings was born in
Mrs. Roberts was the sister
Henry County, Tenn. His wife, of Mrs. Marvin Sanders of this
Mrs. Bennie Damron Hastings, city.
preceded him in death. Since
his wife'6 death he had made
his home with a daughter, Mrs.
James Withaucks in McConnell,
Term. He was a farmer until
his health gave way. He was
an active member of the McFulton Hospital:
Connel Baptist Church.
Mrs. James Gore, Fulton;
Services were held Sunday Mrs. R. V. Putman, Sr., Fulton;
afternoon, June 9, at the Mc- Mrs. Leo Bransford, Cayce;
Connell Baptist Church. The Mrs. Tucker Brown, Fulton;
Rev. E. L.. Elliott, the Rev. J. Mr. C. W. Burrow, Fulton; Mrs.
R. Hamlin and the Rev. Leon 011ie Puckett, Wingo, Rt. 1;
Penick officiated. Burial, un- Mrs. Dennis Byers, Clinton;
der direction of. W. W. Jones Mrs. Warmth Hopkins, Wingo;
end Son Funeral Home of Mar- Mrs. F. A. Byrd and baby, Rt.
tin, was in the Walnut Grove 1, Water Valley; Mrs. Malcolm
Cemetery.
Bell, Fulton; Mr. Ray Miller,
leaves four Fulton; Mr. Luther Perkins, Rt.
Hastings
Mr.
daughters, Mrs. James WU- 2, Water Valley; Mrs. E. E.
Jim and Ruth Lewis had the haucks, Mrs. Lester Brundige, Huffman, Fulton; Mrs. Walter
happiest household in many a Mrs. Paul Long, all of near Shupe, Fulton; Mr. B. B. Stepmile last week end when their Martin, and Mrs. Carney Wra- henson, Fulton; Miss Cora SubClinton;
Horace
Mrs.
children came for a visit. Jane ther of Mayfield; three broth- lett,
and Louis Hams and children ers, Ode Hastings of Fulton, Reams, Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs. Mike
came from Fort Pierce, Flori- Sam and Smith Hastings both Fry, Fulton; Mr. Ernest Johnda and James Lewis flew in of Martin; a sister, Mrs. W. E. son, Clinton, Mr. Malcolm Infrom Texas for a good, old- Black of Fulton; six grandchil- man, Rt. 4, Fulton; Mr. Earl
fashioned family reunion. Jane dren and two great-grandchil- Roach, Water Valley.
Jones Hospital:
and James have not seen each dren.
Mrs. Marney L. Brown, Hickother in five years so you
man; Mrs. James Guthrie and
know they had a lot to talk
Mrs. Emma Brann
baby, Fulton; Homer Laws,
about.
Mrs. Clem AtPalmersville;
Mrs. Emma Cavendar Brann well, Crutchfield; Mrs. Nettie
Fulton
at
died Friday, June 7.
Garnblin, Fulton; Robert ForHospital after a short illness. see, Fulton; Mrs. T. D. Butts,
Mrs. Brann was born in Sa- Fulton; J. W. Greaves, Fulton.
vannah, Tenn., on Oct. 18. 1883,
Haws Memorial Hospital:
daughter of the late Joseph
Mrs. Tom Winston, Martin;
Out US 45-E, 1% sales
William and Alice Johnson Cav- Mrs. Ray Fleming, Pilot Oak;
South et Patton
Charles
husband,
Her
ender.
Miss Charlene Pruitt, Paducah;
Tbereday and Friday
Brann, preceded her in death Mrs. Cahrles Stafford, Fulton;
lune 13-14
in 1933.
Mrs. William D. Kirnbel, Rt. 1,
(Double- feature program,
She leaves two step-daugh- Fulton; Mrs. Albert Clark, Rt.
Gene Tierney - Leo Genn
ters, Mrs Charles Fields and 1, Clinton; Mrs. James T. Walkin
Mrs. Vernon Owens, both of er, Fulton; Mrs. Kenneth MayPERSONAL AFFAUt
Fulton; a brother, John Cav- nard, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Dariplus -ender, of Louisville; several us Emerson, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs.
grandchildren, nieces and nep- 0. W. Austin, Rt. 1, Fulton;
hews.
W. P. Jeffress, Crutchfield,
Mrs. Brann was a member Mrs. E. C. Hawkins, Fulton; S.
SATEIRDATi—AFUNE 15
of the ?kit Methodist aura: A. Waggoner, Crutchfield, CeThree BIG features'
Services were held Sunday cil Orr, Fulton; Mrs. Chap TayTHE RIVER'S EDGE
afternoon. June 9, at 3. at the lor, Fulton; Mrs. 'Jim BrundDebra Paget First Methodist Church. The ige, Rt. 3, Martin; Mrs. Sam
Ray Milland
BROKEN STAR
Rev. H. E. Russell, pastor, offi- House, Water
Valley; Mrs.
The second feature, andw.
.
cated. Burial was held in the Mary Atkins, Fulton; W. H.
mausoleum at Fairview Ceme- Cardwell, Rt. 3, Union City;
irDIONTUAES
tery, under direction of Whit- Virgle Covington, Fulton; Mrs
nel Funeral Home.
Sam Batts, Rt. 1, Dukedom:
WA
Mrs. Jerry Legens, Rt. 4, Dresden.
Mrs. Id. Thomas

HOSPITAL NEWS

White Fsather
Extra Fancy

CORNISH
HENS

„,.

Individually Boxed
COME SEE
YOU'LL SAVE AT A 8 P
PAN-READY — FRESH FROZEN

tewing Hens
Codfish Fillets C1B.'1:9.) 25'
Cry Ovac
Wrapped
4 to 6 Lb
Average

FULTON DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

"GREEN GLOVE"

DAVY
CROCKETT

1th

Mrs. Icie Burke Thomas died
at her home near Chestnut
A/VU TNE
Glade June 5 after a lengthy
illness.
Her husband. Edd Thomas,
preceded her in death on Feb.
26, of this year.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs.
rRoy Ray; three brothers, Jim.
Lewis and Tom Burke, all of
We are giving away a
Chestnut Glade; two grandchilGREASED PIO !
Mrs. Charles Lamb of
dren,
WED
TUES,
SUN, MON.
and Mrs Charles E.
Martin
lose 16-17-14-19
Fulton; and two greatof
Ray
THE OPPOSITE SEX
grandchildren.
June Allyson
Jeff Richard
Services were held Friday,
---- plus
afternoon, June 7, at the New
DEVOTION
A WOMAN'S
Methodist Church. The
Janice Rule Hope
Ralph Meeker
Rev. R. H. Bow, pastor officiat-

RIVER

PIRATES

HARVEY TO MURRAY
Bernard C. Harvey, a former
Haws
the
of
administrator
Mernorial Hospital in Fulton
and recently holding the same
position at the Allen County
in
Hospital
Memorial
War
Scottsville, Ky., has been appointed administrator of the
Hospital at Murray,
'Murray
Ky.
,

OPEN

The opening of the Fulton
Country Club was held Wedgolf,
nesday June 12, with
supper, games and dancing

Selected Gift Ideas for

FATHER'S DAY
Sunday, June 18

9C

FRESH FROZEN

LB.

Steaks

Patti- Pak

99c Fish Sticks 2
31
49(LB Bacon
Super-Right

cut

blade

BEEF CHOCK ROAST

PALM BEACH Slacks
MALLORY Straw Hats
VAN HEUSEN sport shirts, summer pajamas,
ties and dress shirts
AND IF YOU'RE LOOKING for something
unusual, see our large selection
of "gadgets" such as shoe shine kits,
valet racks, other useful things!

MI=

TENDER STRINGLESS

EEN BEANS 2 29'
LBS

Lemons
Limes

California
216 Siza

Florida

Persian

(

39c Oranges
29c APPLES

SIZE

Das

Save Over 50% — Marcrest Hand Painted
the lovely

DINNERWARE InF;icrittLe7gly

Fulton, Kentucky

Home Grown

5-Pc. Place
Setting
Reg. 2.50 Value

9c

Only

ROAST BEEF OR
CORNED BEEF
DELMONT&
Pineapple
—Gr. Pewit

CAN
15°
Apple Sauce
Cake Mixes
Strawberries '';rrt: 6 Z.:1.00
Don't Forget Fathers Day
05.

40-0s.

Fruit Drink
25°
3 1.00
Fruit Cocktail
=190
Jelly
89*
Our Own Tea
25°
Marshmallow Fluff
too
9*
Kitchen Charm

A •P

Caw

Sultans

1.Cas

27:49g
6
07
'
An:n:7,

Popular Brands (won-filter) Reg. Size

Cigarette
ugarettes(

KING

Pi 4
- A 1Roil

cm

I Mild Cheddar

Jane Parker Giant

Jelly Roll

EA-

49'
49' Cheese
I
89' Ched-O-Bit 2Ltf69c
LB.

I

FOR FATHERS DAY—JANE PARKER FUDGE ICED

Chocolate Devils Food

American Cheese Food

Layer Cake
lb. bag

$1.63

Ivory Soap
SPECIAL OFFER
Oily I Large Sere At Reg.
Price and Get I Med. Size
Bar at Si Frivol
d
.53

3

a.

490
2 LBS. 25

Doz.

176 Size

SUPER RIGHT

25

RrilWeakstcSon4

Juicy Florida

D
"

250 - SOO

Sunnyfield Flour

sid Haas

Lb.
Pkg. 1*19

Rindleas

Thick Sliced

Ana Pegs Pure

.ar

,
.89
0-0Z

pkg.

Eat
'NHjrant

Sandwich

Grape or Apple

"HAGGAR" Wash 'n Wear Slacks

oft

Cap's

•

pLkbg..

Frozen B•ef

'
8

8-In.
Size

Ballard. Oven-Ready

Krofts

Biscuits

Salad Dressing

2

PKGS.

27'

A & P Instant
Coffee
JAR

1 19

laQt 594
t4 R

PRICES IN

1

Blue Cheer
(10c-off Deal)
GIANT e5
0
PICG.

THRU SAT. JUNE
THIS AD EFFECTIVE
1asa
WW1 FOSSIMOSTssss MAW

1) Vood Stores

4

15th

01
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9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:36
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:16
2:30
3:00
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30

IC.FVS
CHANNEL —11
Jew 13 — June 19
Thursday
6:45
6:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:30

Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangagroo
Morning News
carry Moore Show
Godfrey Time

THE MAY1A6

AuromATIC
WASHER
eas Al
Merles doss
Low down parnment,__Ib"6111and Easy Terme

BENNETT ELECTRIC
117

Mem

HOD

7:00
7:30
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
12c00

Strike It Rick
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Hotase Party
The Bfg Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secigt Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
The Little Rascals
Sky King
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Sheena Queen of the
Jungle
Waterfront
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Climax
The Silent Service
Bowling Time
News & Weather

Friday
6:45
6:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
400
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
The Little Rascals
Hattoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Furiies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
West Points
Zane Grey Theatre
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
Jim Bowie
News & Weather

SET for
the best years of yourtk life
Less shopping .. . less cooking ... lower
food costs and greater variety on hand . ..
summer flavors all winter . . . happier
family.
... happier you.
And that's only the beginning of better and
better living from your electric home freezer.

Sao

your dealer soon!

A freezer
frees her!
lEaczt
Nerea
tralPIEC61
FRACild

=laiwast
macao
•Jives.41
,

—
..----- th - .—
--%."-int NMI*

*I*

a

CTRICP•

Live Better ... Electrically with
FULL HOUSEPOWER
T
Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more
convenient, economical use of appliances you
now own—and those you will add in the
future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER
is an investment in better living. Call our
office or ask your electrician about the Certified HOUSEPOWER plan.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

DAILY (Mew tarn Ird.)
1:00
2-00
2:45
3:00
3:30
4:30
4:40
4:50

NBC Matinee
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time
Western Theatre
News
Weather
Sports

THURSDAY
Jun! 13 — June 19
4:55 Cartoons
5:00 Gene Autry.
5:30 Sports Outdoors
545 NBC News
6:00 You Bet Your Life
6:30 Playhouse
7:00 Whirlybirds
7:30 Tennessee Ernie Ford
8:00 Million $ Movie
"Moon over Shoulder"
10:00 Sign Off
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:30

Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Burns & Allen
Talent Soouts
Sheriff of Cositise
Man Called X
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather
Tuesday

Saturday
730
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
11:45
11:55

WPSD — TV

6:45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:00 Home & Market
9:15 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tornosrow
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 Ilds Is Your
12:45 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storni
2:30 Edge of Night
Sunday
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Home & Market
Lamp Unto Aty Feet
4:00 Cowboy Corral
Look Up and Live
5:00 Superman
Eye On New York
5!30 Hartoons
Camelia Three
5:40 Looney Tunes
Take
A
'trip
Let's
5:50 Bunny Funnies
Man To Man
6:00 The Scoreboard
The Living Word
6:05 Watching The Weather
Heckle & Jeckle
6:15 Douglas Edwards
Wild Bill Hickok
6:30 Name That Tune
What 1 Person Can Do 7:00 Phil Silvers
R. F. D.
7:30 Red Skelton
Hollywood Matinee ..
8:00 $64,000 Question
Face The Nation
8:30 Spike Jones Show
World News Roundup
9:00 To Tell The Truth
This Is The Life
9:30 Private Secretary
This Is Your Music
10:00 Star Showcase
Odyssey
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
The Last Word
11:30 News & Weather
You Are There
Wednesday
Telephone Time
Jack Benny
6:45 Morning News
G. E. Theatre
6:55 Today's Weather
Hitchcock Presents
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
$64,000 Challenge
7:45 Morning News
Count of Monte Cristo
8:00 Gerry Moore Show
Ed Sullivan
8:30 Morning Meditation
Grief
David
Captain
8:45 Godfrey Time
Channel 12 Theatre
900 Strike It Rich
News St Weather
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
Monday
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
Morning News
10:45 Guiding Light
Today's Weather
1100 Walter Cronkite News
Captain Kangaroo
1110 Stand Up Be Counted
Morning News
11:30 As The World Turns
Garry Moore Show
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
Godfrey Time
12:30 This Is Your Music
Strike It Rich
12:45 House Party
Valiant Lady
1:00 The Big Payoff
Love of Life
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
Search For Tomorrow
2:00 Brighter Day
Guiding Light
2:15 Secret Storm
Walter Cronkite News
240 Edge of Night
Stand Up Be Counted
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
As The World Turns
3:45 Cartoon Capers
Our Miss Brooks
4:15 Cowboy Corral
House Party
5:30 Cisco Kid
The Big Payoff
8:00 The Scoreboard
Bob Crosby Show
6:05 Watching The Weather
Brighter Day
6:15 Douglas Edwards
Secret Storm
6:30 My Friend Irlicka
7:00 The Millionaire
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
7:30 I've Got A Secret
Cartoon Capers
8:80 20th Century Fox
Cowboy Corral
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
Wild Bill Hickok
10:00 Stage Seven
Hartoons
10:30 Key Club Playhouse
Looney Tunes
11:00 News & Weather

Captain Kangaroo
Looking For Knowledge
Susan's Show
It's A Hit
Big Top
Western Roundup
Dizzy Dean Show
Game of the Week
(Braves vs Phillies)
2-30 Belmont Stakes
3:00 Bowling Time
4:00 Hollywood Matinee
5:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 The Three Musketeers
6:30 Soldiers Of Fortune
7:00 Oh, Susanna
7:30 S.R.O. Playhouse
8:00 Jackie Gleason
9:00 Csmstnoke
9:30 Two For The Money
10:00 Lawrence Welk Show
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
12:00 News & Weather

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:30
12700
12:30
12:45
200
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
830
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:30

6:45
6:55
700
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11700
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
4:00
5:00
5:30
5:40

ANNOUNCING
ADDITIONAL NEW EQUIPMENT
Again we taJce pleasure in announcing to the people of
Fulton, South Fulton, and surrounding communities, that we
have secured and put into service a new AMBLEWAGON.
This modern AMBULANCE has factory built-in air conditioning, which provides a cool means of transporting a patient for any trip, regardless of the outside temperature.
It also, has a two-level cot which will elevate up to hospital bed level: thus enableing us to handle the patient
with more ease and comfort.
We do not believe you will find in a community of our
size, a Funeral Home so well equipped, or personnel so
highly trained and skilled in their work, as you will find
at the,

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME,INC.
Mime 7

302 Can Street
Felton, Kentucky
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SUNDAY
1 .00 American Forum
1:30 Zoo Parade
2:00 Project 20
"Twisted Cross"
3:00 Topper
3:30 Outlook
4:00 Meet the Press
4:30 Christophers
5:00 Big Picture
Get Set, Go
5:30
6:00 Steve Allen
7:00 Willy
7:30 Racket Squad
8:00 Loretta Young
8:30 Million $ Movie
"Homestretch"
10:15 Sign Off
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An emotional
masterpiece...
the story of
Marine Corporal
Allison and
Sister Angela
...alone on a
War torn
island!
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Crusade Rabbit
Roy Robers
Nat Cole
NBC News
Star and the Story
Cross Current
Code 3
Million $ Movie
"Body and Soul"
9:30 Sign Off
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6:00
6:30
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TUESDAY
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5:00
5:30
5:45
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Cartoons
Roy Rogers
Sports Talk
NBC News
My Hero
Overseas Adventure
Jane Wyman
Telephone Time
Million. $ Movie
"Home Sweet Homicide"

10:00 Sign

Off

BUDDY
EUGENE fRENKE

Junti HUSTON

JOHNTriAION
mi JOHN HUSTON

Color Cartoon — POPEYE IN PATRIOTIC POPEYE
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• T4ey'llgeIto Market
'N FASTER
-` on

DIXIE
GROWING
FEEDS'
Dixie Growing Feeds are
specialized feeds, formulated
"to produce more meat, milk and
eggs at less cost ... more profit!

9et

DIXIE PIG & SOW FEED... a special feed containing all the nutrients needed by weanling pigs to 75 lbs.
It's an excellent ration foe bred sows, too.

These

DIXIE HOG SUPPLEMENTS... Dixie 4096 on pas-

Extra

ture ... Dixie 34% in dry lot. Prom 75 lbs. to market...
Dixie Hog Supplements add weight, not waste ... make
you more money.

Profit

DIXIE FITTING RATION

. perfect for growing
heifers and bulls. Built around crimped oats, proteins,
minerals ... rich in the sunshine Vitamin D.

Dixie

DIXIE PULLET GROWING FEEDS ... contain all
necessary ingredients to give you faster gains, fuller body
development and earlier laying—with above average proprepared
duction. Experts predict a rise in egg prices .be
and profit with Dixie!

. Feeds
Today

SAVE TIME

SAVE MONEY

Our Dixie Mill-on-Wheels will come right on your
farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
livestock feed to tried-and-proven Dixie formulas.
Come in or phone for complete information!

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.
East State Line

Phone 808

11•11.1

GONE ON VACATION - - HERE'S SOME TIPS
ON HOW TO GET "HOUSE IN ORDER" FIRST

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mn.
Ted Francis Wednesday in the
Jeyee Taylor • home of her daughter, Mrs. Leo
Wiggins near Lynnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester MurThis
is
another
gloomy
day.
Vacation time has rolled a- ing gear in good working ordphy cif Mayfield and Mr. and
We
have
more
of
that
kind
round again and soon many er?
Mrs. Doyle Finley of Detroit
now-a-days than fair ones.
Kentucky families will be setOther
tips
to
remember:
Some of the sick in our com- were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ting out on their yearly jour- Don't drive too fast — allow
munity are a little better. Mes- T. C. House Thursday night.
ney for several weeks of fun ample time to reach your desdames Elbert Wray and Mrs.
Visitors in the Boaz House
and relaxation.
tination. Don't drive too far at
Daring Emerson remain in the home Saturday included
MesMany of the vacationer will one time. Don't drive when tirhospital at Mayfield and Ful- dames Tennie House,
Hazel
be
visiting
Kentucky
State ed. Stop early for accommodaton. Mrs. Lola Gardner is no Wall,
Annie
Butler,
Edith
parks. But no matter what the tions or make reservations abetter, and Mrs. Helen Floyd Yates, Lennie Wray
and Evadestination, the following time- head each morning.
was feeling worse Saturday.
line Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
ly tips will serve as • check
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Smith
Taylor and Lucille Holland.
list prior to leaving home. This
were
guests
of
Mr.
and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hicks,
list includes many of the an- Clinton School Maps
Clon House Thursday.
LaDonna and Jim were the
noying details which come to Consolidation Plan
Mr. and Mrs B. G. Lowry Sunday dinner guests of her
mind early in the trip:
The Hickman County Board
attended preaching service at dad, Mr. George Golden and
Have you temporarily stopthe
Fulton Sunday night.
Mrs. Golden of Fulghum.
ped deliveries of newspapers, of Education, faced with
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
consolidation of Fulgham and •
milk and laundry?
Mrs. Paul Cathey visited her
of Lynn Grove were Sunday
Clinton High Schools, is defather, Mr. Grover Adams in
Have you shut off home uti- bating one of two choices for
guests of his dad and sister Mr.
a Fulton Hospital Saturday.
lities, such as water, lights, gas a consolidated High School, the
W. L. Rowland and Allie.
Miss Constance Jones returnand refrigerator?
Gazette reported last week.
ed from Paducah Sunday p. m.
Are the dog, cat, fish or birds
One course would be to use
SOME IDEA OF WHAT DOWNTOWN FULTON LOOKED like June 4, Tuesday ter, Ky. They had a picnic at where she attended the annual
provided for?
School
Central
the
present
conference last week.
Have
arrangements
been building in Clinton for the new NIGHT may be had from the pictures of a former daytime flood. Above, corner at Ky. Lake Saturday.
The many friends of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Vadie Floyd
made for mail to be picked up county high school and build Sonny Puckett's service station was a giant lake.
W. B. Fuller will be glad to called to see Mrs. Lola Gardand forwarded if necessary?
grade
elementary
additional
know she is improving nicely ner in the home of her daughHave all precautions; been rooms to take care of the first
Confui ence in Paducah, Ky., at the Baptist Hospital in ter, Mrs. Boaz House Thursday
taken to discourage prowlers? eight grades now using parts
last week. We welcome them Memphis, Tenn.
night.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
CAYCE NEWS
And here's a check list foi of the building.
Mrs. Carey Friel& •
the car:
Clarice Bondurant • back for another year.
Another choice would be to
Mrs. Mayme Scearce, Mrs.
Are the tires entirely safe? use the present Central School
Effie Roper, and Mrs. Tommy
Is there a good spare tire, building in Clinton for the
Rev. Dempsey Henderson fillCaptain and
Mrs. H. L. Scearce
and To
Joe
tire jack, wrench, pliers and elementary grade classes only ed his regular appointment at Johnson and family of Rapid
flashlight in the trunk?
now housed there, and build New Salem Baptist Church the City, South Dakota, are visit- Scearce went to Reelfoot Lake
Sunday.
Have the lubr.eation, wheel a new building elsewhere to past Sunday at II a. m. Baptiz- ing his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Sue Ammons of Mem•
Central
combined
the
ing
was
held
at
house
Marvin
Young's
bearings, transmission and difGuy Johnson. Captain Johnson
With quality gifts that he will never forget.
pond Sunday afternoon where is with the U. S. A. air force. phis, Tenn., is spending her vaferential been checked?
and Fulgham High Schools.
cation with—her parents Mr. and
Is the insurance up to date?
You have a special invitation to visit our store and
three candidates were immersMrs. Paul Laine and daugh- Mrs.
Jim Ammons.
BULL SALE
Does the insurance cover fire,
ed.
ters of Hurricane, West Va.,
select your
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Garritheft, collision, property damMr. and Mrs. G. T. True visited Mrs. Almus Wall FriCecil Burnette di Elmer Hixson and children from Tuscon
age and public liability?
son, Milton, Ky., have just sold have recently purchased a tele- day.
FATHER'S DAY GIFT
Ariz., Mr. and Mrs. Lyle GarrAre the clutch, brakes, trans- the registered Guernsey bull, vision set.
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Wilkerison
of
Union
City,
Tenn.,
and
mission cooling system, fuel sy- Willow-Wilde's Noble Virgil to
Mr. and Mrs. George Hay- son and daughters spent last
FROM OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF HIGH
stem, ignition system and steer- Al H. King, Troy, Tenn.
good and children Bettye and week with her mother in Dyer, Henry Maddox and Miss Emily
GRADE MENS APPAREL,
Maddox, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Larry, have arrived from Chic- Tenn.
Greer and Kay were dinner
age, fll. for vacation here With
DAD'S DAY SPECIALS
Tommy
J oe
Scearoe
o f guests of Mr. and Mrs.
E. C.
parents Old other relatives.
Evansville, Ind., is visiting his Moseley
B-I-G DOUBLE
Saturday night.
DRESS SHIRTS (Batiste and Broad Cloth. White and
Work continues to progress grandmother Mrs. May me
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowery
the Knob Creek Scearce.
nicely
on
Pastel
Shades) for this week only) .. $3.65
FEATURE TREAT!
and daughter of St. Louis, Mo.,
Church of Christ at its new
5.00
Dress shirt and tie
..... _
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Oliver
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs. Wilson
location, the Pinegar Cemetery
FRI & SAT
and
Ken
of
111—
.11
-1 -11
71-111IF
Memphis
Tenn.,
Fowler
and other friends and
St. Line Road. The congregrat- spent
WE GIFT WRAP
the weekend with Mrs. relatives over the weekend.
ion is worshipping in Lone Oak
Daisie
Bondurant and Clarke.
Mrs. Pearl Fisher of Memschool building, a community
Miss Mary Ann Simpson has phis, Tenn., has returned home
"LAST OF THE
"BAILOUT AT
center.
returned
to Murray, Ky., for after a week visit with Mrs.
Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
BADMEN"
43',000"
summer school after spending Ruth Cloys and friends.
and children Don and Judy of
a week with her parents Mr.
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR
Mr. and
Mrs. James C.
Paducah, Ky... Mr. and Mrs.
in Cinetnascope &
with Jekatz.
i
and Mrs, A. Simpson.
Menees
and
children
were
FriGeorge
Cummingham
Eric
and
Color
SHOPPING COMFORT
a Paul
Rev. -tad- Mrs. L. A. Smith- day night guests of Supt. and
Ed of Dresden 'Venn., spent
myer
attended the Methodist Mrs. Thos. Haiser at La Cenrasanternational Woodpecker (Color Cartoon) l
Sunday with their parents Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Lt. Jim Briggs and family
5 3-1—G DAYS STARTING SUNDAY
arrived Saturday for a visit
with Mrs. Briggs parents, Mr.
Shipwrecked on a desert Island with TWO MENI
and Mrs. B. W. Westbrook.
Deep sympathy is extended
to the family of Mr. John St
John 92, who passed away at
the home of Mrs. G. A. Legg,
a daughter with whom he resided. Mr. St. John was a former resident of this section
having owned a farm in 13th
District.
into
Lightenirtg
rim
the
house of Mr. Grant Bynum.
the past Tuesday night, during
an electrical storm and burned
out most of their appliances.
Their loss is heavy, but there
was no fire.
Mr. D. A. Mathis was stricken very sick the past week and
he was indisposed for several
days.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Payne,
Mayfield, Ky. were visitors of
from k‘e-m s st..usHiese 00.0,1 • A liERIN.)N SA PRODUCTION
their mother Mrs. Nora Vincent the past Sunday.
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Plus-News-Garden Gophers. (Color Cartoon)

NORTH FULTON

DRIVE-III

at Overpass on 51-3 Miles North of Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Eblen of
Lafayette. Ind., spent the holidays and - weekend with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Kearby of Crutchfield, Ky.

STARLITE
DRIVE IN

TONITE - THURS - FRI - SAT
JUNE 13 — 14— 15
ADULTS 45c — KIDS under 12 FREE
•

— Starts at Dark —

FREE — FREE

BIG CARTOON
FUN FESTIVAL

BAG OF POPCORN
Given To All Children
Under IS both Nites

Main Feature About 8:30
Roman holiday for Dean... and a musical delight for you!
11441 mem Dag,Want'•anew
ICIOCOLON
IMPIDUISAND IlaDROOMI

AMIA MARIA ALBERGHETTI • (VA BARTOK • DEIVET MARTIN
WAtTER SEEM • PAUL HENREID

THEATRE

SATURDAY, JUNE 15
(Triple feature program)
(Starts at 7:50)
OUTSIDE TEE LAW
With Ray Denton
(Starts at 9:30)
COMANCHE
With Dana Andrews
(Starts at 10:50)
BEHIND THE PUGH WALL
With Tom Pulley
SUN-MON., JUNE 11-17
(Starts at 7:50)
BAREFOOT BATTALION
With Maria Costi
(Starts at 9:15)
THE GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND
Tab Hunter
Natalie Wood
TUES-WED., JUNE 10-18
(Starts at 7:50)
THE DEVIL GODDESS
With Johnny Weissmuller
(Starts at 9:30)
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA

A.

2--TON
DELUXE
AIR CONDITIONER
$299.50

ONE-TON DELUXE $259.95
THINLINE
20-INCH
2 SPEED

WINDOW FAN WINDOW FAN
$24.00

COMING SUNDAY — MON & TUES

THURAFRFL, JUNE 20-21
(Starts at 7:50)
NEW MEXICO
With Lew Ayers
(Starts at 9:25)
FIRST RUN IN
UNION CITY AREA

GRIPPING

"THE FASTEST GUN ALIVE"
GLENN FORD..JEANNE CRAIN • BRUN RICk CRAWFORD

FURNITURE
$649.95

ALL LOUNGE CHAIRS SPECIALLY PRICED

Technicolor Western About 10:30

HIGH LONESOME

$32.50

3 ROOMS

Give Father a Lounge Chair for FATHER'S DAY !!!

ALSO

John Barryinore, Jr.
Chill Wills

20-INCH
Electrical Reversible

'BEYOND
')V10--'1EIRSA

"Trade with Wade and Save"

WAD
LAKE STREET

FURNITURE
COMPANY
PHONE 103

FULTON, KY.
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Father's Day: A Tribute by the Young
But a Challenge to the Old
Sunday is Father's Day ... and
by all means and above all else,
remember your father in some
little personal manner. It will provide a warm, happy feeling for
both of you!
Sunday is Father's Day... and
several years ago, just before
Father's Day, we had occasion to
listen to a speech about Father's
Day presented by an elderly businessman who had no children.
His speech fell quite flat because he didn't have anything to
talk about. I guessed that's what
he thought.
Actually he had as much to talk
about if he had a dozen children,
or a thousand children.
As a businessman of the community, one is looked "up" to not
only by his own children but by
every younger person in the community, who sooner or later, from
some kind of personal contact
forms the opinion that one is
either a "good fellow" or an "old
crank" . .. and in that respect we
are all fathers not only in the eyes
of our own children but, by our
help and guidance, to every younger person in the community that
we can assist in one way or other.
Sometimes it's just a kind word

of encouragement or a smile;
sometimes it's an opportunity to
talk to them, provide vocational
guidance, help them get something
they want, encourage them in
specific efforts that can mean advancement, or quietly suggest
other, better tiirections of effort
when they are headed to no advancement. Young people place
much trust in their elders, and it
is a tremendous feeling of happiness to be able to steer them
right and see them succeed with
the help of the course you have assisted them on.
The man who cannot help, when
help is needed and he is able to
provide it for young people, is
missing a lot of happiness indeed.
Perhaps Father's Day is an appropriate time for all men to add
up their contributions as fosterfathers, God-fathers and benevolent fathers, as well as their contributions to their own children.
What other time of the year would
provoke such a thought?
Think about it the next time
you see an opportunity to help
someone young who seeks your
help. To them you are wise and
important. Prove it.

The Harris Fork Watershed Conservancy
District Deserves Endorsement and Support
It just so happened that last
week Fulton experienced a bad
flooding and another near-flooding front Harris Fork Creek just
as a joint program was being
launched by the Chambers of Commerce of Obion County and Fulton
to improve the creek watershed.
As far as Fulton and South Fulton are conoerned, the flooding
certainly pointed up the issue.
But as far as the general welfare of both counties is concerned,
establishment of the Watershed
Conservancy District is a progressive step forward for soil conservation practices in general in this
area, and deserves our wholehearted support: Such an established

district will result in better an
more intelligient land use, and
will help preserve the usefulness
of land and the economic prosperity of our communities in the
watershed. Our communities cannot prosper unless their farms also prosper; we are considerably
more dependent on the success of
our surrounding farms than we
are on any factory payrolls. .. although we seek both, of course, for
good balance.
The proposed district will have
a public hearing here in Fulton at
the K: U. office the night of Tuesday, June 25. Be there, and lend
your support.

SERMONRTTE OF THE WEEK

A Father Remembers!His Father
By Joseph A. Breig, Editor of the
Cleveland Universe-Bulletin.
You don't really realize, until you
see your father dead. Then for a little
while it seems that God Himself has
died.
IT SEEMS that the stars must fall
down from the heavens, and sun stop
giving its light. You feel for a moment
that something must happen like the
earthquake and the darkness of Golgotha.
Your father was only a man; but
somehov, he represented (although
you did not know it until he was gone)
God to you.
HE WAS stability. He was strength.
He was security. He was guardian
love. He was the foundation and walls
and roof of your little universe.
All else could change; not he. All
things could pass; not he. But he did.
Impossibly, incredibly, he did. And all
at once you stop taking him for granted; stop taking God for granted.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of vorious weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded In 1580.
Post Office Box 4135

Fulton, Kentucky

Published every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
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A member of the Kentucky Pres,: Amodation
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Felton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second closs matter June 28, 1939
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
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Thursday, June 13, 1957

SUDDENLY you see that your
father need not have been your father.
You see that he need not have devoted
a lifetime to loving you and caring for
y o u. Above all (heart - stopping
thought: you realize that God too
might have chosen not to be your
Father.
Then the avalanche of understanding thunders down upon you, and you
know something of the eternal meaning of paternity.
IT MEANS THAT God trusts us —
and that we do not fail Him. It means
that He places in our poor hands His
tremendous title of Father; and we do
not spoil it.
Through all the centuries, all the
eras, all the aeons, we have not spoiled it. To this day, the word Father
falls nobly on the ear and into the
heart. It might not. It might be the
most hateful word in all languages.
But it is good. It is not unworthy of
God.
AND THAT is because, whatever
else men have failed in, they haven't,
by and large, failed in fatherliness.
They have stood fairly well in the
place of God for their sons. And their
sons love them. And bless them.
Men wonder, when their fathers
are dead, whether the sun will ever
rise again; and after due thought,
adore God better for having known
(so to speak) God's associate fathers.
OF THIS — if of little else — our
race may be humbly proud -- that we
have not failed to keep the word
Father so noble so to be fit for fathers,
for founders of nations, for God Himself.
DUTY
Duty is carrying on promptly and
faithfully the affairs now before you.
—Goethe

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcfeeiters

INDUSTRIAL BOARD
OF SAFETY TO MEET

News From Our
Boo In The

'Industrial
Kentucky
The
Safety Board will meet st 10
a. m. Monday, June 17 in the
office of Oscar Coke, commissioner of Industrial Relations.
Purpose of the meeting, Coke
said, was to consider amendments to rand adoption of industrial safety rules and regulations.
Any person desiring to be
heard may come and present
views on the new or amended
safety regulations, Coke added.
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"Er, Dear ..."

Great Lakes, Ill. (FHTNC) —
Brian 1C.. Harding, son of Mrs.
Florence McClanahan of 407
Walnut St., Fulton, Ky., graduated from recruit training May
18, at the Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
The nine weeks *of "Boot
Camp" included drill and instruction in seamanship, gunnery, life saving, sea survival,
boat handling, and the use of a 1953 graduate of Humes High
School in Memphis, Tenn.
small arms.
Following two weeks leave,
graduates report to shipboard
duties or service schools depending on the qualifications
each has demonstrated.

TURNING BACK THE anAugust 4, 11138
A reunion was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Redmon
Burton, five miles east of Martin, August 1, given in honor
of his uncle, George Ridgeway
and wife, daughter Lorene, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Winston and
daughter, Betty Joe, all of Pickett, Ark. Dinner was spread
on the lawn with about fifty
guests present. Those present
were: Mr and Mrs. J. R.. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Lassiter, Elysen Jones, Lorene Hazelwood and children of Martin;
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Tomlinson of
Paducah; Mrs. Jennie Douglas
of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Prince and children. Mr.
and Mrs.
Vester Phillips of
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Brown and family. Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Briggance and son,
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Are. Mr.
and Mrs. Telbert Phillips of
Fulton; Miss Lucille Burton of
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Redmon
Burton and family.
Miss Ruth Sange of Hickman
was hostess to a well planned
dance Monday night at Lowe's
Cafe, complimenting Miss Jean
Stahr who is on her vacation
from St. Thomas Hospital's
Nurse Training in Nashville,
Tenn.
were: the
Those attended
hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Kelly. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hale,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burnett, Mr.
and Mrs. Richer Golder, Mr.
and Mrs. Warwick Hale, Misses
Frances Arnberg. Mary Helen
Henry, Martha Kirkman, Ruth
Sanger, Calista Johnson, Agnes
Jotrison, Katherya Ruth Stahr,
Katherine Rodgers, Sarah Pearler, Katheryn Ruth Johnson,
and Tansil Clark; Messrs. J. C.
Johnson,
Bondurant, William
E. D. Johnson, Jr. Newlin
Clark. Thomas Stone, James
Arnberg, W. H. Butt Jr., Robert
Travis, James Allen Mitchell,
Frank Rodgers, Bene Fisher,
Charles Curlin, Jimmie Shaw,
Wendell Choate, Rudy Calvin,
James Calvin and M. E. Shaw,
Jr

Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mrs.
Wade Joyner were hostesses to
a well planned bridge party
Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Taylor on Fourth
Street, complimenting Mrs. Inza
Batts of Centralia, Illinois, who
is visiting friends and relatives
here.
Two tables of players were
present
who enjoyed
serial
games of progressive contract.
At the conclusion of the games
high score was held by Mrs.
Chester Caldwell of Union City
who received- lovely hose as
prize. The honoree was also
presented hose.
Late in the afternoon the hostesses served a refreshing ice
course to the following: the
honoree, Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs.
Abe Thompson, Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor, Mrs. Felix Sesta',
Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Miss Idelle
Batts, and Mrs. Dorris Valentine.
A marriage of much interest
to their friends here is that
of Miss Nell Dawn Hagler of
Fulton, to Mr. V. J. Kennedy
of Providence, Kentucky.
Mrs. Kennedy is. a graduate
of Fulton High School, class of
1935, and has been attending
Murray State Teachers College,
for the past two years. The
groom also attended
Murray
College, and is formerly of
Morganfield, Ky.
Mrs. 0. C. Wolbert.on announces the marriage of her
daughter, Mary Louis, to Mr.
Rudolph
of
Charles
Glaser
Hickman, Ky., son of Mrs. G.
The
R. Glaser of Hickman
ceremony was performed Sunday evening, August 1. at the
home of the Rev. E. R. Ladd,
pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The only attendants were Mr and Mrs.
Floyd Putman.
The bride is a graduate of
Fulton High School, class of
1934. She has many friends
here to wish her happiness.
They will reside in Hickman,
Ky.. where the groom owns
and operates the 0 & G Grocery Company.

SUMMER BRINGS NEED FOR VACCINATION
FOR KENTUCKY'S DOGS; AND ITS A LAW!
Have you taken your dog to
the veterinarian for his imunixenon! Most of Kentucky's
canine population received the
three-year chick embryo in
1954 when the compulsory rabies immunization law went into effect. These dart are required by law to be vaccinated
again- this year Pups six months old are ready for their first
vaccination, and dogs which received one-year vaccine last
year also need to be immunized.
In addition to fulfilling the
law you may be saving your
child undue sadness over the
loss of his dog from rabies. By
of
preventing the possibility
your dog developing rabies and
attacking your child or your
neighbor, you,may even save
a life.
Despite the fact that rabies
vaccination is required by law,
Kentucky still has a high rate,
according to R.. L. Hectorne, D.
V. M.; Director of the Division
of Veterinary
Public Health,
Kentucky State Department of
Health. This is due in part to
rabies in wild and stray animals which, of course, cannot
be immunized and must be con-

trolled by extermination.
The salvia
of an infected
animal carries the virus which
causes rabies in humans. When
the rabid animal attacks, the
virus may get into wounds or
scratches.
If you suspect rabies in an
animal, lock it in a pen or see
your local veterinarian. Positive symptoms
will indicate
rabies within ten days. If laboratory analysis is necessary,
do not destroy the head in killing the animal. Your veterinarian or the Fulton
County
Health
Department will instruct you on how to prepare
and ship the head of the suspected rabid animal for tests
at the Kentucky State Department of Heal:h Laboratories in
Louisville or Lexington.
A pamphlet available from
the Fulton County Health Department notes that an individual who is exposed to rabies
should see his family physician
immediately
to determine if
anti-rabies treatment is necessary. But rabies can be prevented, and Kentucky can lose
its high rate of rabies. It's up
to you.
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Fort Henning, Ga. (AHTNC)
— Army Pvt. Lester N. Patrick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Patrick, Route 4,
Fulton, Ky., recently completed
eight weeks of basic training
with the 3rd Infantry Division
at Fort Henning, Ga.
The 24-year-old soldier was
graduated from Cayce High
School in 1951.
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The 18-year-old soldier was PROVIN•
graduated from Western High DURABUF
School in 1952.
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Aberdeen
Proving
Ground,
Md. (AHtNC) — Pvt. George
W. Eggers, whose wife, Hazel,
lives at 414 Maple, Fulton, Ky.,
was graduated May 31 from
the eight-week
metalworking.course at the Army's Ordnance\
School, Aberdeen
Proving
Ground, hid.
The course trained Eggers to
repair metal parts and equipment by forging and welding.
He entered the Army in January 1957 and completed basic
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
The 22-year-old soldier, son
of Mr and Mrs. C L. Eggers,
273 Adams, Memphis, Tenn., is
—
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L I. RUSS a CO., INC.
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Seed Beans
FOR SALE
We have OGDEN and CLARK
98% PURE

85% GERMINATION

AUSTIN & AUSTIN
SEED COMPANY
Cayce, Ky.

Phone 2601

See ua for —
• FERTILIZrRS

•

SEED PROCESSING

and '56
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CLEAR PLASTIC SEAT COVERS
Keeps Upholstery Arniih Its Beauty Shows
Looking New! OLIN Right Through!
• Completely transparent heavygrade, double polished clear
plastic
• Keeps upholstery free of dust,
dirt and stains
• Neat, smooth and firm fit

1795
complete sot, front I rear

CHARLIE
CHURCH STREET

SCATES

STORE
FULTON, KY.
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SUMMER SCHOOL UNDERWAY AT MURRAY;
RECORD ENROLLMENT BEING PREDICTED
Murray State College expected the largest summer enrollment in its history, according
to President Ralph H. Woods
Registration for the summer
session was last
Monde y;
classes began Tuesday.
Enrollment last year for the
summer session was 1088, a
Murray State record, and Dr.
Woods said that advance information indicated an increase
this year.
In addition to the regular
simmer schedule, a three-week

intersession oourse on audiovisual education and a workshop on teaching conservation
will be offered.
Also scheduled is the Summer Science Institute, sponsored by the National Science
Fo und•tio n. Sixty-two high
school physical and biological
science instructors have accepted grants to study at the Institute, for which a group of
outstanding scientiest from
throughout - the United States
have been selected for the faculty.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling left Thursday June 7 for
the Kentucky Press Association
summer convention at Kenlake
Hotel, where Mr. Westpheling
was general convention chairman
and Mrs. Westpheling presented on behalf of the KPA, the
newspaper excellence awards
at the Friday night banquet.

means o bright, new room in
less than a day. That's what
happens when YOU and a
gallon of Super Keen-Tone
gal together. Actually, you've
never pointed until you dip a
brush or roller into marvelous
Super Korn-Tone, the late.
wall paint. You have the newest colon to choose front.
Super Kem-Ton. covers most
surfaces in one coat and dries,
free of brush marks, to a
beautiful, velvet surface that's
guaranteed washable.

We were very sorry to hear
that Mr. John Dawes car got
hit by a train Monday morning. Mr. Dawes is in the hospital. We wish for him a speedy
recovery.
Tony Slayden spent the week
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hal McQueen of Tiptonyule, Tenn.
Mr. Costin Sams of Detroit,
Mich., visited his aunt, Mrs.
Cleveland Bard Thursday afternoon.
Miss Pat Jeffress visited her
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben White of Hickman last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Satterfield of Water Valley and
Cleveland Bard, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Glaser and
family of Hickman Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Cecil Wolberton gave a
farewell dinner Saturday night
for her sister, Mrs. John Austin and sons. Mrs. Austin left
Sunday
morning for Big
Springs, Texas to make her
home. Those attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Morrow of
St. Louis, MD., Mr.. and Mrs.
James Butts, Mrs. Emma Butts,
Mrs. James Witherspoon, Cissy,
Jimmy, Anita and Bobby, Mrs.
John Austin, David, Charles
and Mark.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bradley.
Sandra, Kenneth, and Dewight
moved Into their new
have
home on Highway 31. Welcome
to the "Y" community folks.

Wheat Farmers Will
Decide Quota On 20th
themselves
Wheat farmers
will decide whether they want
to use marketing quotas for
their 1958 wheat crop when
they vote in the referendum on
June 20, Mr. C. C. Vaughn,
Chairman of the Obion County
Agricultural Stabilization Conservation Committee, said today.
The quotas do not become efat
fective, however, unless
least two-thirds of the producers voting in the referendum
favor the use of the quotas.
The outcome of the referendum will decide the level of
the available price support for
the 1958 crop, as well as
whether quotas and penalties
on "excess" wheat are used for
the crop.
Farmers who wish further information on wheat marketing
quotas or the referendum are
urged to get in tduch with
'their County ASC Office.

HICKMAN COUNTY
RETURNS ARE TOLD

With .11•4 PRYOR
Apasiard ••••,1111mis cduoral
There has been a real fracas
going on in our nations capitol
within the past few days regarding farm legislation. It is
just about the same old story
as we have been hearing, but
there has been somewhat of a
different• method of presentation.
Secretary Benson has been
trying to put across his ideas
that if we had looser planting
price
controls, lowerminimum
supports and if he had more
discretion in setting price supports, there would be more
money in the pockets of our
Nation's Farmers. He contends
that the present program will
continue to load the government with new surpluses. These
opinions are about the same as
they have always been, along
these lines.
There has been and continues
to be much opposition to Mr.
Benson's program and ideas.
Members of Congress from
some of our leading agricultural producing states and also
many senior members of Congress disagree with Mr. Benson on his ideas of junking
many of the present farm laws
and programs.
There is serious danger that
something drastic could envolve
from the sharp disagreements
of recent dates. The farm population of our country continues to shrink, which means
Congress
members
of
that
might become less and less interested in the problems of farmers. Unless our farm leaders
get together and agree on some
sort of a long range farm program at all for our rural population.
On Sunday, June 2, 1957, our
Nation saw a Russian leader
challenge the United States to
an agriculture duel. This competition is between a strict government controlled
operation
to one of a free voting class of
farmer. With our population on
the increase and farm poptila-

The Kentucky Department of
Highways announco that the
following three road projects
County Judge Eli Padgett,
in this area will be let on
Tax
Commissioner
Christine
June 14th:
Hickman County: The Mont- Humphreys and Jailer L. W.
gomery Road from US 51, 2.0 "Lennie" McClure were nomimiles south of S. C. L. of Clin- nated in the Democratic priton to Ky. 58, 2.6 miles east of mary in Hickman county last
E. C. L. of Clinton, 2.812 miles. week for re-election in NovemBituminous Surface Class C-1 ber.
Curtis J. Vaughan won the
or I.
Hickman County: The Sub- Democratic nomination to suclett Road from US 51, 0.5 mile ceed J. D. Barclay, as sheriff
south of S. C. L. of Clinton to by defeating Willis E. Jackson,
US 51, 2.0 miles south of S. Wiliam T. Massey and Willis
C. L. of Clinton, 4.394 miles. R. Hilliard. Barclay was not a
Bituminous Surface Class C-1 candidate, since a county sheriff
in Kentucky cannot succeed
or I.
Fulton County: The Noonan himself.
No other county offices were
Lane Road, beginning at Ky.
94, approximately 1.6 miles N. contested in the Democratic
extending primary. Velma Vivrette, counW. of Cayce and
north, 1.000 mile. Bituminous ty court clerk; Mary L. Byassee, circuit court clerk; and Dr.
Surface Class C-1 or I.
On May 24th three other pro- V. A. Jackson, county coroner,
their party'F
jects in this area were let, as were declared
nominees to succeed themselves
follows:
Graves County: The Roper- earlier this year when opposiUS 45 Road from approximate- tion failed to present itself.
ly 0.7 mile southeast of Roper
to US 51, approximately 3 miles
northeast of Water Valley, a
Adlai E. Stevenson (granddistance of 1.28 miles. Grade, father of Adlai Stevenson, ,anDrain and Traffic Bound Sur- didate for president in 1956)
face.
was born in Kentucky in 1893.
Hickman County: The Shiloh
Church Road from Ky. 288 at
New Cypress to the south end
of Shiloh Cemetery, 0.600 miles.
Bitnuminous Surface Class C-1.
Hickman County: The Moscow-Beelertown-Water
Valley
Road from US 51, 1.6 miles
northwest of the Fulton County
Line to end of existing bituminous surface, 2.0 miles west
of Ky. 307, 3.900 miles. Bituminous Surface Class C-1.

tion decreasing, just where do
you think we stand in this race
leadership. We farmers
for
need to work together and
make our needs to be known
to law makers and keep our
agriculture on a strong, sound
basis.
Just remember, a strong Nation has to have a STRONG
AGRICULTURE!

Reddy's cost of living has gone up, too —

Mores a took of action in every fresh, clean line of the new
Golden Anniversary IteriamarioNAL Trucks. And there's a feel
of comfort that's hard to believe.

Just as the prices of meat, beans, bread and
other items you use every day have gone up, so

We'd like you to check the comfort on roads you know are
rough. 11-y out Isrrzatisertotrat, for easy
roominess,
quietness. , for visibility of the new Sweep-Around windshield.
Compare it, too, for power and performance.
And keep this in mind all the time: IrrrzaNArtotsaL Ihicka
cost least to own over the years—cost records prove it I
Come in for this eye-opening test.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS

cost least to ownl

=NM
1111111.111II

IdI

OPENED IN 1798
Bethel Academy, the first
Methodist institution of learning in the Mississippi Valley,
opened in Jessamine County in
1798.

New Golden Anniversary INTERNATIONALS ramps frown Pickups to 33,000 lb.. OVVI an-wheelers.
()shoat INTERNATIONALS, to 56,000 lb.. OVW, round out w•rld's most complet• tins.

You just have to take our "Comfort Teat" to believe it.

ALL CONDMONED
Temperature at the geographic South Pole is expected U.
reach 120 degrees below zerG
in August.

have the prices of coal, wire, poles, transformers
and other materials we use every day in bringing you electric service.

Playing asWurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment..

• Wide choice of decorator
colors I
•So easy to apply!
• Keeps Its gloss through all
kinds of punishment... rugged wear, rough weather,
repeated washings!
•Saves you money because
Rovers quickly, easilyI

Betwzen 1935 and 1943 we reduced electric
races some 40 per cent. Now costs have reached
a point where we must ask for about 7 per cent
back . . to provide the new equipment to meet
your increasing demands for electricity and to
maintain the quality of service you have a right
to expect.

Up to now we have been able to hold the
line against rising costs by practicing every
season.ible economy. At the same time we have

It will amount to only about 2e a day foe
the average residential customer. Electricity
will continue to be the biggest bustle is your

greatly improved service.

family budges.

I
HAVE YOU shopped at our T/RE SALE at Bennett's Cities
large display room for your
Service on Fourth Street and
plumbing
needs? See our
Maynard's Cities Service on
Built-up Roofs
huge stocks of kitchen and
Martin Highway!
Roof Coating
bathroom
fixtures;
newest
styles, colors; prices to fit FOR efficient used automobiles,
Shingle roof - all kinds
WARD'S
World's 'Finest Quality
your pocketbook. Open anysee Dan Taylor
Chevrolet
FARM LOANS
Lennox Gas, oil furnaces
time, day or night at 909
Used Car Lot, Fourth Street
MUSIC SHOP
Westinghouse
Zenith T V
Long TermsArch Street. "We carry parts
Fulton.
aft conditioning
and
materials"
Campbell's
-Easy Payments
RCA and Magnavox
Furnace cleaning
Plumbing
Shop, Telephone WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
Repair
lengths, widths. Forrester's
1037R.
General
repair
Work
ATKINS, HOLMAN
TV and Hi-Fi
Shoe Shop.
WELLS DRILLED fOr industry
AND FIELDS
Free Estimate
Phone 1566
Union City ROPER'S
and homes. Modern equip- SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
TV SERVICE
available at Forrester's Shoe
ment, experienced workmen.
-InsuranceUp
to
36
mos
to
pay
(Complete stock)
Shop.
'Write or call Watson Co..
Main
St.
Phone 307
•
•
•
Phone 281, Fulton, Ky.
Good selection of records
RED OWEN is now as..ociated
List your
Authorized
Zenith
Dealer
on LP and 45 rpm
Chevrolet
with the Taylor
Farm and town Property
SMALLMAN
Garage, as their new body
Mail orders-Special orders
SAVE MONEY
with the
repair man. So be sure and
Sheet Metal Shop
Buy Auto Insurance on
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
come by Dan Taylor's Garage
PHOTO
Our 3-PAY PLAN
for any kind of body repair
Fulton
Phone 602
MOHAWK CARPET
service. Fourth Street, Ful40$ DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
See
them
when
you
want
FINISHING
ton.
30%
in
6
MONTHS
to BUY OR SELL..
WALL-TO-WALL
JUST ARRIVED !
No Interest. No carrying
We now give one-day serBARGAINS. Good wood and
Marge&
OR ROOM SIZE
vice on finishing your kodak 106 Main St
coal range, excellent condiPhone 6
Your policy is typed and
NEW 1957
tion, $22 50; good gas stove
Call us to estimate your job! film. Bring them to:
ready for you in a few min$37.50; Dixie Electric stove,
We also install linoleum, asputes, and coverage is effecused one year, priced right
WALLPAPERS!
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic WOODRUFF
STUDIO PETE'S GARAGE
tive immediately.
at Wade's Used Furniture
tile.
•
CALL 12 - 160
Store. Trade with Wade snd
American Legion Bldg.
Wick Smith Agency
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
Over 400 patterns in stock
U. S. 51 North
Fulton, Ky.
FULTON HARDWARE 4th. St.
Fulton
478.
Also see our special order
Across From Zippy Cafe
and Furniture Company
books!
208 Lake Street
Phone 1
24-HOUR WRECKER AND
DRAMATIC
EXCHANGE

GUTTERING

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
ALL KINDS OF Kirin made
while yog wait Forrester.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

TRADE • NOW

H&M
TELEVISION
Fulton

400 Main Street

WANTED: Your fescue seed to
Austin
and
clean. Austin
Seed Company; phone Cayce
2601.
roa RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnmowers, all sizes, $64.50 and
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
St. Fulton.

san MORE

DIAMOND
DAYS

GARAGE SERVICE

FURNITURE

JUNK YARD

Church St.

SEE
"HI-FIRE"
DIAMONDS

Lint-Away Automatic Washer

Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1796

Hot Weber- up to 1600
gallons a year.

Wool Rugs and Carpet Cleaned
and installed.
9 by 11 $5.00

A monument can forever
express your devotion.
We offer a wide selection
of designs to meet every
preference.

Floor Sanding and Finishing
/4c sq. ft.

LEE GILBERT
WATER VALLEY, KY.

Furniture Cleaning
and Upholstering

Highway 45

Detergent-as much sis
21 good-sized boxes a
year.
Time-dose 3 washes in
the time most others do
only two.

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Mayfield Hiway

Fulton

FREE PARKING
A WEEK

L.

KRANICH AND BACH
IVERS & POND
CABLE

alter small down payment
Top Trade-in Allowance

New

See The Proof-Save The Difference

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

and used pianos
Thomas Organs

JONES PIANOS
(Mrs. Guy Jones)
Iwo E. Main Street
Union City, Tenn.
Phone 911

"Four Floors of Fine Furniture"
Phone 185

BUDGET OF FULTON COUNTY
1957-58
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1957-58
OF

ANALYSIS

APPROPRIATIONS

I Estimated
Actual
Expenditures I Expenditure
Current
I Preceding
Year
Year
I
11

PURPOSE

I

General Government
II Protection to Person and
Property

III Health and Sanitation
IV Hospitals, Charities and

Budget
A ppro-

priations
$27,765

$22,861

$25,564

I

7,005

5,700

6,700

I

2,267

2,400

2,450

3,082

2,445

Corrections

V Libraries and other
Educational Activities
I
VI Debt Service, General Fund
I
VII Miscellaneous, General Fund I
Transfer
TOTALS, General Fund I
VIII Highways
!
IX Road and Bridge Bond Debt
Service
Sneciffl Funds, Health Tax j
'Transfer Tuition Funds
1
(RANI) TOTALS

2,276

J

4,140
315
519
42,086
20,843

I

4,140
400
500
1,717
40,800
20,952

4,140
,400

I

600
310
44,810
21,336
23,359

9,000
71.929

Phone 22M

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding MacBUY W. L. Douglas shoes in Phone 1548 Union City, Tenn.
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Peeples, Service Manager of
Shop.
The Harvey Caldwell ComYou're always welcome
COLDEST BEER
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outat
fitters, Phone 674.
IN TOWN!

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

SUMMARY

OK-Laundered shirt will give that well-

it's

I
T

13,938
9,000
84,690

I

a shirt service de-

ARNETT DOWELL

FOR THE BEST Deal vn Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co..
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 874. We trade for your
old equipment

Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

e2N.I

Fulton

An

groomed look because

Mayfield, Ky.

Clothes- cleans anything water-safe without
hereto rubbing -no wear
and teat on clothes.
PLUS-Gets clothes 365
cleaner than the average
of 6 other leading washers.Elec•us• exclusive
Lint Cheser"wor•so•-ent
lint. dirt and scum.fsi

Walnut St.

IN AN
K
LAUNDERED
SHIRT

Granite

MONUMENTS

Diamond Wedding Seta
as low as $75.00
• • •
Register for FREE
$200.00 Diamond Set. No
obligation.

World's "Savingest" Washer
- World's Cleanest Wash

$1 50

Fulton

14.095

9,000
I 112,600

Plenty Free Parking!

111.Me

prumkr

In

Date - May 28, 1957.

- Starched just right
- French cuffs folded, matched, linked

OK LAUNDRY -- SANITONE CLEANERS
Fulton

Phone 130

Attention Hog Raisers!

WHEREAS. on the 111th day
of May, 1957. there was duly
filed in the office of the Fulton County Soil Conservation
District at Hickman. kentucky.
a petition signed by at least 25
landowners pursuant to the
provisions of the Watershed
Conservancy
D is tr I ct Law.
(General Assembly 19561. reauesting the establishment of
the Harris Fork Creek Watershed Conservancy District. and
WHEREAS, the lands sought
to be included in the said district by said petition comprise
lands in Fulton and Hickman
Counties, described substantially as follows: All the lands lying within the watershed of
said Harris Fork Creek, exchiding town lots within the
incorporated towns and unincorporated villages of the above
named counties
NOW. THEREFORE, notice is
hereby given that a public
hearing wil be held pursuant
to the said petition, on the
question of the desirability and
necessity in the interest of the
public health, safety, and welfare of the creation of such
district; on the question of the
appropriate
boundaries to be
assigned to such district; upon
the propriety of the petition,
and of all other proceedings
taken under the said Act: and
upon all questions relevant to
such inquiries. The said public
hearing will be held by the
Fulfon 'County Soli Conservation District the 25th day of
June, 1957, beginning at 8:00
P. M. o'clock, at the K. U.
office, in the City of Fulton
and County of Fulton.
All persons, firms, and corporations who shall hold title
to, or shall be in possession of,
any lands lying within the
limits of the above-described
territory, whether as owners,
lessees, renters, tenants, or
otherwise and all other interested parties are invited to attend and will be given opportunity to be heard at the time
and place hereinbefore specified.
Fulton County Soil
Conservation District
Chas E Wright, Chairman

- Shirts laundered to a bright white

▪ .1P.id:tin:Als:EXONOCONN

••smin •

COUNTY
SOH,
CONSERVATION
DISTRICT
NOTICE OF HEARING UPON
ORGANIZATION OF PROPOSED HARRIS PORK CREEK
WATERSHED CONSERVANCY
DISTRICT. EMBRACING LAND
AND
LYING IN
PT/LTON
HICKMAN COUNTIES.

signed especially for you!

East State Line

the April 4 issue of THE

NEWS we announced that PUR-

INA had perfected THE PIG PARLOR...the new way to fatten
hogs for quick, economical, profitable marketing.
We showed

you pictures taken

on the Herman McKeel farm

a profit on hog raising

to come in and

talk to us about this new method. We also announced at that

time that when the McKee' hogs were sold we would
you with the final marketing report. Here it is:

provide

MCIDIEL"PIG PARLOR"MARKETING REPORT
March 5, 1957: 44 head

starting weight

3350 lbs

head sold (a) 171
/
4 (2460 lbs)
May 17, 1957: 33 head sold (a) 171/s (7205 lbs)
April 27. 1957: 11

$424.35

$1260.87
$1685.22

TOTAL Selling Price
Total weight gain

6,315 lbs

Bushels of corn per 100-lb gain

5 4 bu.

Total supplement per 100-lb gain

-

42'4 lbs.

$743.80

TOTAL 1- LLD COST _

STARTING WT 33501bit) 111c

603.00
TOTAL

$1346.80

$338.42 NET PROFIT IN THIS 72-DAY FEEDING PERIOD
(This is our first "parlor" report. Watch for others in the future)

Reed Bros. Feed & Seed Co.
"Your Purina Dealer"
College Steel

South Fulton

Phone 620
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